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Speaker Introduction
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Cheryl Powers
MBA, PRC
President, The Research Edge ® LLC, 1995- present

Specialize in service industries, government, non-profits
60% in healthcare
80 healthcare projects since 2014
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The Research Edge ® LLC Clients
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Strategic Planning Best Practices
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Strategic planning best practices
Start with the issues

• Scenarios
• Present vs. future
• Strategic questions facing the organization

Bring together the right people
• Diversity
• All departments or business units
• People with needed expertise

Dye, Renee, Olivier Sibony. How to improve strategic planning, McKinsey Quarterly, August 2007.
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Strategic planning best practices
Create a planning cycle that fits your organization
• 1 year, 2 years, 3 years

Implement a strategic plan management system 
• Assign accountability
• Track execution
• Fit the metric to the initiative

Integrate human resources systems into strategic planning
• Staff evaluations and incentives tied to the plan
• Include initiative specific metrics 
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ICAHN Conference Survey:

Background & Methodology
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Background & Methodology
Online Survey
• Survey was open from 10/8/19-10/28/19

ICAHN Participants:
• 31 Marketers
• 27 CEOs

The small sample size means these results are qualitative in nature.
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Survey Results
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More agreement on top challenges among CEOs 
than marketers
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In your opinion, what are the three most significant challenges facing your hospital in the next three years?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
‘Other’ includesBoth recruitment/retention, CEO: population health, Mktr: culture, emr



Differences in top three challenges
CEOs

Revenue growth

Service line enhancement*

Physician recruitment

*Challenges with significant differences

Bold indicates majority reporting

Marketers

Revenue growth

Physician recruitment

Cost controls
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In your opinion, what are the three most significant challenges facing your hospital in the next three years?



CEOs  most often report 1 or 3 years cycle
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n=27
CEOs only: How often do you create a new strategic plan for your hospital?


Master Data

		ICAHN		CEOs		Marketers				How often do you create a new strategic plan for your hospital?														How involved has marketing staff been in the development of the most recent strategic plan?

										Annually		Every 2 years		Every 3 years		Every 4 years		Other		Total				1 Not at all Involved		2		3		4		5 Very Involved		Total

		(CEO/MARKETER)		n=27		n=31

		Q1/Q1		Percent		Percent

		Revenue growth		88.89%		67.74%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Service line enhancement		51.85%		19.35%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Physician recruitment		48.15%		61.29%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Access to specialty care		40.74%		22.58%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Quality of care		18.52%		6.45%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Cost controls		14.81%		32.26%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Staff alignment		14.81%		29.03%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Leadership succession planning		11.11%		19.35%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Marketing strategies		3.70%		16.13%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Lack of patient experience data		0.00%		16.13%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Other		7.41%		9.68%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				n=27		n=N/A

		Q2/QNA		Percent		Percent

		Annually		37.04%		0.00%																		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Every 2 years		25.93%		0.00%																		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Every 3 years		33.33%		0.00%																		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Every 4 years		3.70%		0.00%																		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Other		0.00%		0.00%																		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				n=27		n=31

		Q3/Q2		Percent		Percent

		Service area market survey data		85.19%		51.61%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Service area demographics		85.19%		67.74%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Financial forecast/projections		77.78%		61.29%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Service line review		66.67%		51.61%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Environment scanning		62.96%		19.35%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Voice of the customer(patient) data		55.56%		29.03%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Community leader input		48.15%		38.71%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Scenario planning		33.33%		12.90%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Other		3.70%		22.58%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				n=27		n=31

		Q4/Q5		Percent		Percent

		CFO		96.30%		80.65%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Nursing director		92.59%		80.65%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Hospital board of directors		88.89%		67.74%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Consultant/consulting firm		70.37%		25.81%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Staff physicians		66.67%		38.71%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Hospital marketing leader		66.67%		29.03%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		IT leader		40.74%		16.13%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Community leaders		37.04%		9.68%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Other		7.41%		25.81%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				n=25		n=24

		Q5/Q6		Percent		Percent

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				n=25		n=24

		Q6/Q7		Percent		Percent

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				n=25		n=21

		Q7/Q8		Percent		Percent

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				n=25		n=31

		Q8/Q3		Percent		Percent

		1 Not at all involved		20.00%		32.26%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		2		20.00%		25.81%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		3		20.00%		16.13%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		4		28.00%		9.68%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		5 Very Involved		12.00%		16.13%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				n=20		n=21

		Q9/Q4		Percent		Percent

		Participated in strategic planning meetings		90.00%		71.43%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Provided patient data for the planning process		25.00%		14.29%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Conducted or managed market research as input to the plan		25.00%		23.81%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Did not participate or contribute		5.00%		19.05%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Other		5.00%		4.76%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				n=25		n=21

		Q10/Q9		Percent		Percent

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

				n=23		n=21

		Q11/Q10		Percent		Percent

		Approved strategies outlined in the plan		69.57%		57.14%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Approved assumptions used in the plan		56.52%		33.33%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Approved metrics to be used for measuring marketing progress		47.83%		14.29%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		No marketing plan has been developed in the last 3 years		21.74%		19.05%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Not involved in the marketing plan		13.04%		4.76%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Other		0.00%		14.29%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%





Q1



				In your opinion, what are the THREE most significant challenges facing your hospital in the next three years? 



















































CEOs	

Revenue growth	Service l	ine enhancement	Physician recruitment	Access to specialty care	Quality of care	Cost controls	Staff alignment	Leadership succession planning	Marketing strategies	Lack of patient experience data	Other	0.88890000000000002	0.51849999999999996	0.48149999999999998	0.40739999999999998	0.1852	0.14810000000000001	0.14810000000000001	0.1111	3.6999999999999998E-2	0	7.4099999999999999E-2	Marketers	

Revenue growth	Service line enhancement	Physician recruitment	Access to specialty care	Quality of care	Cost controls	Staff alignment	Leadership succession planning	Marketing strategies	Lack of patient experience data	Other	0.6774	0.19350000000000001	0.6129	0.2258	6.4500000000000002E-2	0.3226	0.2903	0.19350000000000001	0.1613	0.1613	9.6799999999999997E-2	









Q2



				How often do you create a new strategic plan for your hospital? (CEOs Only)  



































































































Percent	

Annually	Every 2 years	Every 3 years	Every 4 years	0.37040000000000001	0.25929999999999997	0.33329999999999999	3.6999999999999998E-2	







Q3



				Which of these inputs or methods were used during your hospital’s most recent strategic planning process? 





















































CEOs	

Service area market survey data	Service area demographics	Financial forecast/projections	Service line review	Environment scanning	Voice of the customer(patient) data	Community leader input	Scenario planning	Other	0.85189999999999999	0.85189999999999999	0.77780000000000005	0.66669999999999996	0.62960000000000005	0.55559999999999998	0.48149999999999998	0.33329999999999999	3.6999999999999998E-2	Marketers	

Service area market survey data	Service area demographics	Financial forecast/projections	Service line review	Environment scanning	Voice of the customer(patient) data	Community leader input	Scenario planning	Other	0.5161	0.6774	0.6129	0.5161	0.19350000000000001	0.2903	0.3871	0.129	0.2258	









Q4

				Who, in addition to yourself, participated in your most recent strategic planning meetings?



CEOs	

CFO	Nursing director	Hospital board of directors	Consultant/consulting firm	Staff physicians	Hospital marketing leader	IT leader	Community leaders	Other	0.96299999999999997	0.92589999999999995	0.88890000000000002	0.70369999999999999	0.66669999999999996	0.66669999999999996	0.40739999999999998	0.37040000000000001	7.4099999999999999E-2	Marketers	

CFO	Nursing director	Hospital board of directors	Consultant/co	nsulting firm	Staff physicians	Hospital marketing leader	IT leader	Community leaders	Other	0.80649999999999999	0.80649999999999999	0.6774	0.2581	0.3871	0.2903	0.1613	9.6799999999999997E-2	0.2581	









Q5



				In your opinion, what was the strongest part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan?



















































Percent	

0	0	0	0	0	0	0	







Q6



				In your opinion, what part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan could be stronger?





















































Percent	

0	0	0	0	0	0	0	







Q7



				What additional information or resources would improve the strategic planning process?



















































Percent	

0	0	0	0	0	0	0	







Q8



				How involved has marketing staff been in the development of the most recent strategic plan?





















































CEOs	

1 Not at all involved	2	3	4	5 Very Involved	0.2	0.2	0.2	0.28000000000000003	0.12	Marketers	

1 Not at all involved	2	3	4	5 Very Involved	0.3226	0.2581	0.1613	9.6799999999999997E-2	0.1613	









Q9



				What was marketing’s involvement in the development of the most recent strategic plan?





















































CEOs	

Participated in strategic planning meetings	Provided patient data for the planning process	Conducted or managed market research as input to the plan	Did not participate or contribute	Other	0.9	0.25	0.25	0.05	0.05	Marketers	

Participated in strategic planning meetings	Provided patient data for the planning process	Conducted or managed market research as input to the plan	Did not participate or contribute	Other	0.71430000000000005	0.1429	0.23810000000000001	0.1905	4.7600000000000003E-2	









Q10

				 In your opinion, how can marketing contribute more to the strategic planning process at your hospital?



Percent	

0	0	0	0	0	0	0	







Q11

				What was your involvement in the development of the most recent marketing plan?



CEOs	

Approved strategies outlined in the plan	Approved assumptions used in the plan	Approved metrics to be used for measuring marketing progress	No marketing plan has been developed in the last 3 years	Not involved in the marketing plan	Other	0.69569999999999999	0.56520000000000004	0.4783	0.21740000000000001	0.13039999999999999	0	Marketers	

Approved strategies outlined in the plan	Approved assumptions used in the plan	Approved metrics to be used for measuring marketing progress	No marketing plan has been developed in the last 3 years	Not involved in the marketing plan	Other	0.57140000000000002	0.33329999999999999	0.1429	0.1905	4.7600000000000003E-2	0.1429	











Market data and financial forecasts are the most 
commonly used inputs
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Which of these inputs or methods were used during your hospital’s most recent strategic planning process?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
‘Other’ includes CEO: physician, employee input  Mktrs: Don’t know,  no strategic planning, system level SP



Differences in most commonly used strategic 
planning methods

CEOs

Service area market survey data*

Service area demographics*

Financial forecast/projections

Service line review

Environment scanning*

VOC data*

Community leader input

Marketers

Service area market survey data*

Service area demographics*

Financial forecast/projections

Service line review

*Methods with significant differences

Bold indicates majority reporting
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Which of these inputs or methods were used during your hospital’s most recent strategic planning process?



Strategic plan strengths: Process
CEOs

• Who is at the table
• Board, providers, community

• Methods
• SWOT, discussion, explore all facets

• Inputs
• Big picture, healthcare trends 
• Focus on customer needs, market needs
• Environmental assessment
• Focus on tangible processes

Marketers
• Who is at the table

• Community, board
• Participation, in general

• Inputs
• Big picture
• Finance
• Market data, community needs

•Don’t know

Strategic Planning Without Marketing 
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In your opinion, what was the strongest part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan?


Marketer

		Survey		Respondent		Question		Response

		Marketer		11093717829		Q1		EMR

		Marketer		11090212067		Q1		Nurse/CNA Recruitment

		Marketer		11050419972		Q1		Culture

		Marketer		11091367037		Q2		system level strategic planning

		Marketer		11090161911		Q2		Not completely sure as I was not involved.

		Marketer		11088897557		Q2		No strategic planning

		Marketer		11053208508		Q2		We have not done strategic planning for a few years.

		Marketer		11050534209		Q2		No strategic planning in place or that I am aware of.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q2		Unknown was not part of the process

		Marketer		11050394970		Q2		None

		Marketer		11053208508		Q4		No planning has occurred for a few years.

		Marketer		11093717829		Q5		business development

		Marketer		11091367037		Q5		system level directors including communications director, i think!

		Marketer		11090426723		Q5		All department managers

		Marketer		11090161911		Q5		VP and Chief Ancillary Officer

		Marketer		11088897557		Q5		No planning.

		Marketer		11050534209		Q5		No strategic planning I am aware of.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q5		VP Operations, VP Human Resource, VP Nurse Administration

		Marketer		11050394970		Q5		All Department Managers

		Marketer		11093717829		Q6		Considering relationship building as the underlying foundation

		Marketer		11091651710		Q6		Focus on future marketing

		Marketer		11091367037		Q6		?

		Marketer		11091243707		Q6		board and management input-well aligned

		Marketer		11090485024		Q6		Market data

		Marketer		11090426723		Q6		We have 2 strategic planning meetings.  One with our board members and a second with administration and department managers.  These different groups provide unique insights as to how we need to plan for the future.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q6		The strongest part of our plan is our data and demographic information.

		Marketer		11090212067		Q6		Focusing on the needs of our market

		Marketer		11090161911		Q6		The effort to build our primary care services as a referral funnel to all hospital services.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q6		focus on the community

		Marketer		11088897557		Q6		Not applicable

		Marketer		11088584498		Q6		Attendance and participation

		Marketer		11087144916		Q6		I am really not involved in the strategic plan, so I really couldn't tell you!

		Marketer		11067255762		Q6		Becoming more visible in the community by expanding facilities.

		Marketer		11066971508		Q6		Finances-Budget Planning

		Marketer		11066910342		Q6		Forward looking outlook/goals

		Marketer		11053208508		Q6		The board's community view

		Marketer		11051175229		Q6		The discussion that occurs when leaders take a step back (up) and look at the bigger picture as a team.

		Marketer		11050534209		Q6		N/A

		Marketer		11050439799		Q6		I like the future goals/ plans detailed, because I am not involved much with the planning process.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q6		Process Improvement on Safety Issues. The plan states revenue growth however the processes are not in place to support it.

		Marketer		11050394970		Q6		Still in progress

		Marketer		11050381711		Q6		Considering the patients' needs and wants and improve on the customer experience.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q6		Items driven by the CHNA

		Marketer		11093717829		Q7		satisfied as is

		Marketer		11091651710		Q7		more community members

		Marketer		11091367037		Q7		community health/population health

		Marketer		11091243707		Q7		relative data

		Marketer		11090485024		Q7		Key initiative justification

		Marketer		11090426723		Q7		I feel we need an entire day of planning-sometimes it is only 4 hours.  I feel we could be better in the follow up process for the planning.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q7		actionable goal setting

		Marketer		11090212067		Q7		The financial planning connection to new services

		Marketer		11090161911		Q7		Develop physician leadership and involvement in the hospital.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q7		leadership - clear vision of the future

		Marketer		11088897557		Q7		No recent strategic plan

		Marketer		11088584498		Q7		I'm not sure

		Marketer		11087144916		Q7		Marketing should play a much larger role!

		Marketer		11067255762		Q7		N/A

		Marketer		11066971508		Q7		How to increase patient visits at the clinics

		Marketer		11066910342		Q7		Immediate actionables to finalize plan

		Marketer		11053208508		Q7		More outside input from the patients and providers

		Marketer		11051175229		Q7		Incorporating more patient demographic data to the discussion

		Marketer		11050534209		Q7		All could be stronger.

		Marketer		11050439799		Q7		More involvement from key stakeholders, marketing, and make it more of a team effort.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q7		Strategic Plans need to be embraced by mid-level leadership as a group. If the mid-level leadership were involved it would enable mid-level leadership to understand how interconnected the health system is especially for a critical access hospital.

		Marketer		11050394970		Q7		Actually having a plan with strategies to implement the plan

		Marketer		11050381711		Q7		Wayfinding and signage.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q7		prioritization, assignment of responsibilities, and updates along the way

		Marketer		11093717829		Q8		more patient data specific to the geography

		Marketer		11091651710		Q8		more on local demographics

		Marketer		11091367037		Q8		idk

		Marketer		11091243707		Q8		unknown

		Marketer		11090485024		Q8		More examples of best practices

		Marketer		11090426723		Q8		Our CEO does a great job in our strategic planning sessions.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q8		Data from neighboring states

		Marketer		11090212067		Q8		Input from the public

		Marketer		11090161911		Q8		A better understanding of the day to day operations of departments.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q8		forums with input from employees

		Marketer		11088584498		Q8		I'm not sure

		Marketer		11087144916		Q8		The process is not efficient in my opinion. We have a consulting firm that doesn't provide much, we have shotty meetings in hopes someone will show up to discuss community needs and marketing has a very small voice.

		Marketer		11066971508		Q8		Data on patients seeking healthcare elsewhere

		Marketer		11066910342		Q8		we use sg2 tools, which is helpful, but doesn't take it beyond initial planning information

		Marketer		11053208508		Q8		Market numbers, community needs assessment

		Marketer		11051175229		Q8		Including more 'current marketing process' information to the discussion.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q8		Budgetary numbers including payor mix the change over a three year period and then a cost analysis of profitable services vs. non-profitable.

		Marketer		11050394970		Q8		I am not sure. Probably Data

		Marketer		11050381711		Q8		N/A

		Marketer		11050370468		Q8		input from managers, keeping it top-of-mind throughout the year

		Marketer		11093717829		Q9		always having a seat at the table

		Marketer		11091651710		Q9		discussions on marketing projections for the future

		Marketer		11091367037		Q9		i think marketing supports the strategic plan BUT can bring WAYS to achieve goals with both employees and patients and can inform HOW to meet goals

		Marketer		11091243707		Q9		having clear direction on priorities

		Marketer		11090485024		Q9		NA

		Marketer		11090426723		Q9		Marketing is well represented at the planning session.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q9		providing the customer voice, insights into problems we are facing, strategies into reasons behind certain issues

		Marketer		11090212067		Q9		Gathering information from potential customers

		Marketer		11090161911		Q9		Initially just being at the table to be involved might be helpful.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q9		be included

		Marketer		11088584498		Q9		I'm not sure

		Marketer		11087144916		Q9		Be a strong part of the plan from step 1.

		Marketer		11066971508		Q9		Share public opinion insight

		Marketer		11066910342		Q9		Significantly. We help provide a viewpoint on the local market, demographics, trends and overlay that with community needs and service line expansion ideas

		Marketer		11053208508		Q9		Help in every aspect of planning

		Marketer		11051175229		Q9		Marketers should consider how they can fit in with every line item that is discussed during the strategic planning process.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q9		Marketing dollars are limited and need to be placed on the where profitable return can be made. Branding, new service or expansion of services.  We see the world and are able to share views from the customer viewpoint. Healthcare is changing and is no longer transaction based it is moving quickly to a customer centric where SERVICE is king! Healthcare has a short time to become service responsive and marketing and promotions if at the table will be able to present a viewpoint so needed!

		Marketer		11050394970		Q9		Having more of a voice

		Marketer		11050381711		Q9		Assist in the overall messaging and making sure the message is the same throughout.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q9		represent the voice of the community/patient, ensure everyone knows the marketing capabilities available, help determine what services are "market ready," identify potential challenges within certain areas

		Marketer		11090161911		Q10		All of administration sat in and participated in the brainstorming and planning of our marketing plan this year.

		Marketer		11051175229		Q10		This has not been a formal documented process.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q10		Marketing reports to the CFO. He was somewhat involved.





CEO

		Survey		Respondent		Question		Response

		CEO		11089199917		Q1		Population Health in a small hospital

		CEO		11050383785		Q1		Staff recruitment and retention

		CEO		11088748660		Q3		Physicians and employee input

		CEO		11051418612		Q4		CNO, CAO, VP of Risk

		CEO		11050815152		Q4		Director of HR

		CEO		11098270974		Q5		Board member participation by leaders who live in the community

		CEO		11091401520		Q5		The follow up

		CEO		11090674044		Q5		Service line evaluation and rebuild efforts

		CEO		11090662085		Q5		Getting everyone to the table to look at all facets

		CEO		11090657207		Q5		It included department managers and board members making a SWOT analysis

		CEO		11090642426		Q5		Environmental assessment

		CEO		11090487396		Q5		The collaboration between the Executive team, Board of Directors, Medical Staff and Management Team

		CEO		11090315815		Q5		Link to community needs

		CEO		11090269132		Q5		The development of the quantifiable action plans for the first time at the hospital.  Something we can benchmark against in the future.

		CEO		11089199917		Q5		Focus on tangible processes

		CEO		11088881997		Q5		Quality

		CEO		11088831389		Q5		Great discussion

		CEO		11088472944		Q5		Consultant opinions of where healthcare is going

		CEO		11073665557		Q5		Commitments to infrastructure improvements

		CEO		11068398757		Q5		Community Leader Feedback

		CEO		11067992025		Q5		Branding

		CEO		11067487609		Q5		Focus on meeting customers needs in long term

		CEO		11066913681		Q5		An enhanced engagement of all providers with administration and the board to address issues of strategic importance

		CEO		11066909410		Q5		Service Line Enhancements

		CEO		11050815152		Q5		Very little

		CEO		11050534779		Q5		Consensus of direction

		CEO		11050459929		Q5		Expansion of services into other geographical areas

		CEO		11050395809		Q5		Identifying solid plans to execute

		CEO		11050383785		Q5		Collaboration with many inputs

		CEO		11050379430		Q5		Annual goal tracking

		CEO		11098270974		Q6		Expand to community leaders like educators, bankers, etc.

		CEO		11091401520		Q6		Participation by medical staff

		CEO		11090674044		Q6		Physician recruitment and retention

		CEO		11090662085		Q6		Informatic info

		CEO		11090657207		Q6		I think we're on the right track for having a strong strategic plan

		CEO		11090642426		Q6		Great provider involvement

		CEO		11090487396		Q6		Inclusion of relevant information regarding the industry to assist with planning decisions

		CEO		11090315815		Q6		More of an operational plan and not true vision

		CEO		11090269132		Q6		Broader participation by more groups.  However, it was the first strategic planning session at the board level, so expansion will occur over the next several years.

		CEO		11089199917		Q6		More of a 30,000-foot level and a look towards pop health

		CEO		11088881997		Q6		Financial Approach

		CEO		11088831389		Q6		Data

		CEO		11088472944		Q6		Plans to grow revenue/services

		CEO		11073665557		Q6		Input from market activities, marketing and communications plans

		CEO		11068398757		Q6		Comparative local competitive data

		CEO		11067992025		Q6		Team buy in

		CEO		11067487609		Q6		Revenue opportunities and capital for infrastructure improvements

		CEO		11066913681		Q6		Enhanced community involvement

		CEO		11066909410		Q6		Marketing Services

		CEO		11050815152		Q6		The time and consideration to put it together.

		CEO		11050534779		Q6		Metrics

		CEO		11050459929		Q6		Different cause/effect plans or environmental expectations

		CEO		11050395809		Q6		More of a focus on competitive data in our market

		CEO		11050383785		Q6		More provider input

		CEO		11050379430		Q6		?

		CEO		11098270974		Q7		More objective non board member community involvement.

		CEO		11091401520		Q7		Outpatient claims data

		CEO		11090674044		Q7		I'd be interested in how other cahs flow strategy into operational plans, then budget, and organizational goal setting.

		CEO		11090662085		Q7		Drilling down into more informatics

		CEO		11090657207		Q7		.

		CEO		11090642426		Q7		None

		CEO		11090487396		Q7		Industry trends, successful initiatives from other organizations

		CEO		11090315815		Q7		More industry trends

		CEO		11090269132		Q7		Access to quality cost effective speakers about trends in healthcare.

		CEO		11089199917		Q7		ACO information and the ability to convey the purpose to the board

		CEO		11088881997		Q7		N/a

		CEO		11088831389		Q7		Real time IP & op market data

		CEO		11088472944		Q7		Can't think of anything

		CEO		11073665557		Q7		Better market information to identify audiences and messages

		CEO		11068398757		Q7		More detail as to out-migration and why

		CEO		11067992025		Q7		Regional data

		CEO		11067487609		Q7		Market information and projected population growth/shrinkage

		CEO		11066913681		Q7		Not sure at this point

		CEO		11066909410		Q7		Insurance data mining

		CEO		11050815152		Q7		A structured approach and willingness to make improvements

		CEO		11050534779		Q7		Access to comparable data

		CEO		11050459929		Q7		More focus on where patients are going for services now.

		CEO		11050395809		Q7		More detailed look at competitors

		CEO		11050383785		Q7		Better market data

		CEO		11050379430		Q7		?

		CEO		11050395809		Q9		Involved as member of Administrative Team

		CEO		11098270974		Q10		Educate Board about marketing strategies to execute opportunities.

		CEO		11091401520		Q10		Provide ongoing market data

		CEO		11090674044		Q10		Marketing's involvement and understanding of business development areas of interest by leadership is imperative; marketers know their region's barriers for entry, competition, and can develop plans to improve market share. They have to be involved in planning and development of key plans.

		CEO		11090662085		Q10		Understanding the best methods and ways to get the word out to customers, so much now is dependent on the IT capabilities

		CEO		11090657207		Q10		.

		CEO		11090642426		Q10		Formalize a marketing plan based on marketing strategies

		CEO		11090487396		Q10		Provide relevant market research

		CEO		11090315815		Q10		Should be part of the process from information gathering and plan development

		CEO		11090269132		Q10		By working to identify a group from the community to participate in the strategic planning as well.

		CEO		11089199917		Q10		Not sure

		CEO		11088881997		Q10		N/a

		CEO		11088831389		Q10		Data. Ideas

		CEO		11088472944		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		11073665557		Q10		Public relations angle on all plans.  Market demographic information.

		CEO		11068398757		Q10		Give more information on who is learning about our services

		CEO		11067992025		Q10		Information

		CEO		11067487609		Q10		Provide voice of customer and information on what people are searching for on our website and in general market

		CEO		11066913681		Q10		Make strategic objectives more transparent to community

		CEO		11066909410		Q10		Conduct market research and have a marketing plan tied to the strategic plan

		CEO		11050815152		Q10		Bring Marketing Research data

		CEO		11050534779		Q10		Metrics and market share information

		CEO		11050459929		Q10		More info on outlying patients and services and where they are going.

		CEO		11050395809		Q10		Provide a more forward-looking strategic approach

		CEO		11050383785		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		11050379430		Q10		More data





Plan Strengths

				In your opinion, what was the strongest part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan?

		Marketer		Q6		Considering relationship building as the underlying foundation

		Marketer		Q6		Focus on future marketing

		Marketer		Q6		?

		Marketer		Q6		board and management input-well aligned

		Marketer		Q6		Market data

		Marketer		Q6		We have 2 strategic planning meetings.  One with our board members and a second with administration and department managers.  These different groups provide unique insights as to how we need to plan for the future.

		Marketer		Q6		The strongest part of our plan is our data and demographic information.

		Marketer		Q6		Focusing on the needs of our market

		Marketer		Q6		The effort to build our primary care services as a referral funnel to all hospital services.

		Marketer		Q6		focus on the community

		Marketer		Q6		Not applicable

		Marketer		Q6		Attendance and participation

		Marketer		Q6		I am really not involved in the strategic plan, so I really couldn't tell you!

		Marketer		Q6		Becoming more visible in the community by expanding facilities.

		Marketer		Q6		Finances-Budget Planning

		Marketer		Q6		Forward looking outlook/goals

		Marketer		Q6		The board's community view

		Marketer		Q6		The discussion that occurs when leaders take a step back (up) and look at the bigger picture as a team.

		Marketer		Q6		N/A

		Marketer		Q6		I like the future goals/ plans detailed, because I am not involved much with the planning process.

		Marketer		Q6		Process Improvement on Safety Issues. The plan states revenue growth however the processes are not in place to support it.

		Marketer		Q6		Still in progress

		Marketer		Q6		Considering the patients' needs and wants and improve on the customer experience.

		Marketer		Q6		Items driven by the CHNA

		CEO		Q5		Board member participation by leaders who live in the community

		CEO		Q5		The follow up

		CEO		Q5		Service line evaluation and rebuild efforts

		CEO		Q5		Getting everyone to the table to look at all facets

		CEO		Q5		It included department managers and board members making a SWOT analysis

		CEO		Q5		Environmental assessment

		CEO		Q5		The collaboration between the Executive team, Board of Directors, Medical Staff and Management Team

		CEO		Q5		Link to community needs

		CEO		Q5		The development of the quantifiable action plans for the first time at the hospital.  Something we can benchmark against in the future.

		CEO		Q5		Focus on tangible processes

		CEO		Q5		Quality

		CEO		Q5		Great discussion

		CEO		Q5		Consultant opinions of where healthcare is going

		CEO		Q5		Commitments to infrastructure improvements

		CEO		Q5		Community Leader Feedback

		CEO		Q5		Branding

		CEO		Q5		Focus on meeting customers needs in long term

		CEO		Q5		An enhanced engagement of all providers with administration and the board to address issues of strategic importance

		CEO		Q5		Service Line Enhancements

		CEO		Q5		Very little

		CEO		Q5		Consensus of direction

		CEO		Q5		Expansion of services into other geographical areas

		CEO		Q5		Identifying solid plans to execute

		CEO		Q5		Collaboration with many inputs

		CEO		Q5		Annual goal tracking





Plan Imprmt

				In your opinion, what part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan could be stronger?

		Marketer		Q7		satisfied as is

		Marketer		Q7		more community members

		Marketer		Q7		community health/population health

		Marketer		Q7		relative data

		Marketer		Q7		Key initiative justification

		Marketer		Q7		I feel we need an entire day of planning-sometimes it is only 4 hours.  I feel we could be better in the follow up process for the planning.

		Marketer		Q7		actionable goal setting

		Marketer		Q7		The financial planning connection to new services

		Marketer		Q7		Develop physician leadership and involvement in the hospital.

		Marketer		Q7		leadership - clear vision of the future

		Marketer		Q7		No recent strategic plan

		Marketer		Q7		I'm not sure

		Marketer		Q7		Marketing should play a much larger role!

		Marketer		Q7		N/A

		Marketer		Q7		How to increase patient visits at the clinics

		Marketer		Q7		Immediate actionables to finalize plan

		Marketer		Q7		More outside input from the patients and providers

		Marketer		Q7		Incorporating more patient demographic data to the discussion

		Marketer		Q7		All could be stronger.

		Marketer		Q7		More involvement from key stakeholders, marketing, and make it more of a team effort.

		Marketer		Q7		Strategic Plans need to be embraced by mid-level leadership as a group. If the mid-level leadership were involved it would enable mid-level leadership to understand how interconnected the health system is especially for a critical access hospital.

		Marketer		Q7		Actually having a plan with strategies to implement the plan

		Marketer		Q7		Wayfinding and signage.

		Marketer		Q7		prioritization, assignment of responsibilities, and updates along the way

		CEO		Q6		Expand to community leaders like educators, bankers, etc.

		CEO		Q6		Participation by medical staff

		CEO		Q6		Physician recruitment and retention

		CEO		Q6		Informatic info

		CEO		Q6		I think we're on the right track for having a strong strategic plan

		CEO		Q6		Great provider involvement

		CEO		Q6		Inclusion of relevant information regarding the industry to assist with planning decisions

		CEO		Q6		More of an operational plan and not true vision

		CEO		Q6		Broader participation by more groups.  However, it was the first strategic planning session at the board level, so expansion will occur over the next several years.

		CEO		Q6		More of a 30,000-foot level and a look towards pop health

		CEO		Q6		Financial Approach

		CEO		Q6		Data

		CEO		Q6		Plans to grow revenue/services

		CEO		Q6		Input from market activities, marketing and communications plans

		CEO		Q6		Comparative local competitive data

		CEO		Q6		Team buy in

		CEO		Q6		Revenue opportunities and capital for infrastructure improvements

		CEO		Q6		Enhanced community involvement

		CEO		Q6		Marketing Services

		CEO		Q6		The time and consideration to put it together.

		CEO		Q6		Metrics

		CEO		Q6		Different cause/effect plans or environmental expectations

		CEO		Q6		More of a focus on competitive data in our market

		CEO		Q6		More provider input

		CEO		Q6		?





Addl Resources

				What additional information or resources would improve the strategic planning process?

		Marketer		Q8		more patient data specific to the geography

		Marketer		Q8		more on local demographics

		Marketer		Q8		idk

		Marketer		Q8		unknown

		Marketer		Q8		More examples of best practices

		Marketer		Q8		Our CEO does a great job in our strategic planning sessions.

		Marketer		Q8		Data from neighboring states

		Marketer		Q8		Input from the public

		Marketer		Q8		A better understanding of the day to day operations of departments.

		Marketer		Q8		forums with input from employees

		Marketer		Q8		I'm not sure

		Marketer		Q8		The process is not efficient in my opinion. We have a consulting firm that doesn't provide much, we have shotty meetings in hopes someone will show up to discuss community needs and marketing has a very small voice.

		Marketer		Q8		Data on patients seeking healthcare elsewhere

		Marketer		Q8		we use sg2 tools, which is helpful, but doesn't take it beyond initial planning information

		Marketer		Q8		Market numbers, community needs assessment

		Marketer		Q8		Including more 'current marketing process' information to the discussion.

		Marketer		Q8		Budgetary numbers including payor mix the change over a three year period and then a cost analysis of profitable services vs. non-profitable.

		Marketer		Q8		I am not sure. Probably Data

		Marketer		Q8		N/A

		Marketer		Q8		input from managers, keeping it top-of-mind throughout the year

		CEO		Q7		More objective non board member community involvement.

		CEO		Q7		Outpatient claims data

		CEO		Q7		I'd be interested in how other cahs flow strategy into operational plans, then budget, and organizational goal setting.

		CEO		Q7		Drilling down into more informatics

		CEO		Q7		.

		CEO		Q7		None

		CEO		Q7		Industry trends, successful initiatives from other organizations

		CEO		Q7		More industry trends

		CEO		Q7		Access to quality cost effective speakers about trends in healthcare.

		CEO		Q7		ACO information and the ability to convey the purpose to the board

		CEO		Q7		N/a

		CEO		Q7		Real time IP & op market data

		CEO		Q7		Can't think of anything

		CEO		Q7		Better market information to identify audiences and messages

		CEO		Q7		More detail as to out-migration and why

		CEO		Q7		Regional data

		CEO		Q7		Market information and projected population growth/shrinkage

		CEO		Q7		Not sure at this point

		CEO		Q7		Insurance data mining

		CEO		Q7		A structured approach and willingness to make improvements

		CEO		Q7		Access to comparable data

		CEO		Q7		More focus on where patients are going for services now.

		CEO		Q7		More detailed look at competitors

		CEO		Q7		Better market data

		CEO		Q7		?





Mrktg Contrib

				In your opinion, how can marketing contribute more to the strategic planning process at your hospital?

		Marketer		Q9		always having a seat at the table

		Marketer		Q9		discussions on marketing projections for the future

		Marketer		Q9		i think marketing supports the strategic plan BUT can bring WAYS to achieve goals with both employees and patients and can inform HOW to meet goals

		Marketer		Q9		having clear direction on priorities

		Marketer		Q9		NA

		Marketer		Q9		Marketing is well represented at the planning session.

		Marketer		Q9		providing the customer voice, insights into problems we are facing, strategies into reasons behind certain issues

		Marketer		Q9		Gathering information from potential customers

		Marketer		Q9		Initially just being at the table to be involved might be helpful.

		Marketer		Q9		be included

		Marketer		Q9		I'm not sure

		Marketer		Q9		Be a strong part of the plan from step 1.

		Marketer		Q9		Share public opinion insight

		Marketer		Q9		Significantly. We help provide a viewpoint on the local market, demographics, trends and overlay that with community needs and service line expansion ideas

		Marketer		Q9		Help in every aspect of planning

		Marketer		Q9		Marketers should consider how they can fit in with every line item that is discussed during the strategic planning process.

		Marketer		Q9		Marketing dollars are limited and need to be placed on the where profitable return can be made. Branding, new service or expansion of services.  We see the world and are able to share views from the customer viewpoint. Healthcare is changing and is no longer transaction based it is moving quickly to a customer centric where SERVICE is king! Healthcare has a short time to become service responsive and marketing and promotions if at the table will be able to present a viewpoint so needed!

		Marketer		Q9		Having more of a voice

		Marketer		Q9		Assist in the overall messaging and making sure the message is the same throughout.

		Marketer		Q9		represent the voice of the community/patient, ensure everyone knows the marketing capabilities available, help determine what services are "market ready," identify potential challenges within certain areas

		CEO		Q10		Educate Board about marketing strategies to execute opportunities.

		CEO		Q10		Provide ongoing market data

		CEO		Q10		Marketing's involvement and understanding of business development areas of interest by leadership is imperative; marketers know their region's barriers for entry, competition, and can develop plans to improve market share. They have to be involved in planning and development of key plans.

		CEO		Q10		Understanding the best methods and ways to get the word out to customers, so much now is dependent on the IT capabilities

		CEO		Q10		.

		CEO		Q10		Formalize a marketing plan based on marketing strategies

		CEO		Q10		Provide relevant market research

		CEO		Q10		Should be part of the process from information gathering and plan development

		CEO		Q10		By working to identify a group from the community to participate in the strategic planning as well.

		CEO		Q10		Not sure

		CEO		Q10		N/a

		CEO		Q10		Data. Ideas

		CEO		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		Q10		Public relations angle on all plans.  Market demographic information.

		CEO		Q10		Give more information on who is learning about our services

		CEO		Q10		Information

		CEO		Q10		Provide voice of customer and information on what people are searching for on our website and in general market

		CEO		Q10		Make strategic objectives more transparent to community

		CEO		Q10		Conduct market research and have a marketing plan tied to the strategic plan

		CEO		Q10		Bring Marketing Research data

		CEO		Q10		Metrics and market share information

		CEO		Q10		More info on outlying patients and services and where they are going.

		CEO		Q10		Provide a more forward-looking strategic approach

		CEO		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		Q10		More data







Strategic plan strengths: Output
CEOs

• Consensus of direction, commitment

• Quality 

• Branding

• Measurable action plans, goal tracking

• Specific goals
• Service lines, infrastructure, geographic 

expansion

Marketers

• Relationship building

• Future goals, details

• Marketing, visibility

• Specific goals
• Infrastructure
• Primary care

Strategic Planning Without Marketing 
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In your opinion, what was the strongest part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan?



Desired plan improvements: Process
CEOs

• More participation from
• Board, providers, community, marketing
• Team buy-in

• Methods
• More time
• Leadership, vision
• Speakers on trends

• Inputs
• Competitors
• Community health
• Demographics, industry data
• Informatics

Marketers

• More participation from
• Community, stakeholders, marketing,
• Physician leadership 
• Team effort

• Methods
• More time

• Inputs
• Big picture
• Finance
• Market data, community health

• Everything, nothing, don’t know

Strategic Planning Without Marketing 
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In your opinion, what part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan could be stronger?


Marketer

		Survey		Respondent		Question		Response

		Marketer		11093717829		Q1		EMR

		Marketer		11090212067		Q1		Nurse/CNA Recruitment

		Marketer		11050419972		Q1		Culture

		Marketer		11091367037		Q2		system level strategic planning

		Marketer		11090161911		Q2		Not completely sure as I was not involved.

		Marketer		11088897557		Q2		No strategic planning

		Marketer		11053208508		Q2		We have not done strategic planning for a few years.

		Marketer		11050534209		Q2		No strategic planning in place or that I am aware of.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q2		Unknown was not part of the process

		Marketer		11050394970		Q2		None

		Marketer		11053208508		Q4		No planning has occurred for a few years.

		Marketer		11093717829		Q5		business development

		Marketer		11091367037		Q5		system level directors including communications director, i think!

		Marketer		11090426723		Q5		All department managers

		Marketer		11090161911		Q5		VP and Chief Ancillary Officer

		Marketer		11088897557		Q5		No planning.

		Marketer		11050534209		Q5		No strategic planning I am aware of.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q5		VP Operations, VP Human Resource, VP Nurse Administration

		Marketer		11050394970		Q5		All Department Managers

		Marketer		11093717829		Q6		Considering relationship building as the underlying foundation

		Marketer		11091651710		Q6		Focus on future marketing

		Marketer		11091367037		Q6		?

		Marketer		11091243707		Q6		board and management input-well aligned

		Marketer		11090485024		Q6		Market data

		Marketer		11090426723		Q6		We have 2 strategic planning meetings.  One with our board members and a second with administration and department managers.  These different groups provide unique insights as to how we need to plan for the future.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q6		The strongest part of our plan is our data and demographic information.

		Marketer		11090212067		Q6		Focusing on the needs of our market

		Marketer		11090161911		Q6		The effort to build our primary care services as a referral funnel to all hospital services.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q6		focus on the community

		Marketer		11088897557		Q6		Not applicable

		Marketer		11088584498		Q6		Attendance and participation

		Marketer		11087144916		Q6		I am really not involved in the strategic plan, so I really couldn't tell you!

		Marketer		11067255762		Q6		Becoming more visible in the community by expanding facilities.

		Marketer		11066971508		Q6		Finances-Budget Planning

		Marketer		11066910342		Q6		Forward looking outlook/goals

		Marketer		11053208508		Q6		The board's community view

		Marketer		11051175229		Q6		The discussion that occurs when leaders take a step back (up) and look at the bigger picture as a team.

		Marketer		11050534209		Q6		N/A

		Marketer		11050439799		Q6		I like the future goals/ plans detailed, because I am not involved much with the planning process.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q6		Process Improvement on Safety Issues. The plan states revenue growth however the processes are not in place to support it.

		Marketer		11050394970		Q6		Still in progress

		Marketer		11050381711		Q6		Considering the patients' needs and wants and improve on the customer experience.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q6		Items driven by the CHNA

		Marketer		11093717829		Q7		satisfied as is

		Marketer		11091651710		Q7		more community members

		Marketer		11091367037		Q7		community health/population health

		Marketer		11091243707		Q7		relative data

		Marketer		11090485024		Q7		Key initiative justification

		Marketer		11090426723		Q7		I feel we need an entire day of planning-sometimes it is only 4 hours.  I feel we could be better in the follow up process for the planning.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q7		actionable goal setting

		Marketer		11090212067		Q7		The financial planning connection to new services

		Marketer		11090161911		Q7		Develop physician leadership and involvement in the hospital.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q7		leadership - clear vision of the future

		Marketer		11088897557		Q7		No recent strategic plan

		Marketer		11088584498		Q7		I'm not sure

		Marketer		11087144916		Q7		Marketing should play a much larger role!

		Marketer		11067255762		Q7		N/A

		Marketer		11066971508		Q7		How to increase patient visits at the clinics

		Marketer		11066910342		Q7		Immediate actionables to finalize plan

		Marketer		11053208508		Q7		More outside input from the patients and providers

		Marketer		11051175229		Q7		Incorporating more patient demographic data to the discussion

		Marketer		11050534209		Q7		All could be stronger.

		Marketer		11050439799		Q7		More involvement from key stakeholders, marketing, and make it more of a team effort.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q7		Strategic Plans need to be embraced by mid-level leadership as a group. If the mid-level leadership were involved it would enable mid-level leadership to understand how interconnected the health system is especially for a critical access hospital.

		Marketer		11050394970		Q7		Actually having a plan with strategies to implement the plan

		Marketer		11050381711		Q7		Wayfinding and signage.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q7		prioritization, assignment of responsibilities, and updates along the way

		Marketer		11093717829		Q8		more patient data specific to the geography

		Marketer		11091651710		Q8		more on local demographics

		Marketer		11091367037		Q8		idk

		Marketer		11091243707		Q8		unknown

		Marketer		11090485024		Q8		More examples of best practices

		Marketer		11090426723		Q8		Our CEO does a great job in our strategic planning sessions.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q8		Data from neighboring states

		Marketer		11090212067		Q8		Input from the public

		Marketer		11090161911		Q8		A better understanding of the day to day operations of departments.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q8		forums with input from employees

		Marketer		11088584498		Q8		I'm not sure

		Marketer		11087144916		Q8		The process is not efficient in my opinion. We have a consulting firm that doesn't provide much, we have shotty meetings in hopes someone will show up to discuss community needs and marketing has a very small voice.

		Marketer		11066971508		Q8		Data on patients seeking healthcare elsewhere

		Marketer		11066910342		Q8		we use sg2 tools, which is helpful, but doesn't take it beyond initial planning information

		Marketer		11053208508		Q8		Market numbers, community needs assessment

		Marketer		11051175229		Q8		Including more 'current marketing process' information to the discussion.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q8		Budgetary numbers including payor mix the change over a three year period and then a cost analysis of profitable services vs. non-profitable.

		Marketer		11050394970		Q8		I am not sure. Probably Data

		Marketer		11050381711		Q8		N/A

		Marketer		11050370468		Q8		input from managers, keeping it top-of-mind throughout the year

		Marketer		11093717829		Q9		always having a seat at the table

		Marketer		11091651710		Q9		discussions on marketing projections for the future

		Marketer		11091367037		Q9		i think marketing supports the strategic plan BUT can bring WAYS to achieve goals with both employees and patients and can inform HOW to meet goals

		Marketer		11091243707		Q9		having clear direction on priorities

		Marketer		11090485024		Q9		NA

		Marketer		11090426723		Q9		Marketing is well represented at the planning session.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q9		providing the customer voice, insights into problems we are facing, strategies into reasons behind certain issues

		Marketer		11090212067		Q9		Gathering information from potential customers

		Marketer		11090161911		Q9		Initially just being at the table to be involved might be helpful.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q9		be included

		Marketer		11088584498		Q9		I'm not sure

		Marketer		11087144916		Q9		Be a strong part of the plan from step 1.

		Marketer		11066971508		Q9		Share public opinion insight

		Marketer		11066910342		Q9		Significantly. We help provide a viewpoint on the local market, demographics, trends and overlay that with community needs and service line expansion ideas

		Marketer		11053208508		Q9		Help in every aspect of planning

		Marketer		11051175229		Q9		Marketers should consider how they can fit in with every line item that is discussed during the strategic planning process.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q9		Marketing dollars are limited and need to be placed on the where profitable return can be made. Branding, new service or expansion of services.  We see the world and are able to share views from the customer viewpoint. Healthcare is changing and is no longer transaction based it is moving quickly to a customer centric where SERVICE is king! Healthcare has a short time to become service responsive and marketing and promotions if at the table will be able to present a viewpoint so needed!

		Marketer		11050394970		Q9		Having more of a voice

		Marketer		11050381711		Q9		Assist in the overall messaging and making sure the message is the same throughout.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q9		represent the voice of the community/patient, ensure everyone knows the marketing capabilities available, help determine what services are "market ready," identify potential challenges within certain areas

		Marketer		11090161911		Q10		All of administration sat in and participated in the brainstorming and planning of our marketing plan this year.

		Marketer		11051175229		Q10		This has not been a formal documented process.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q10		Marketing reports to the CFO. He was somewhat involved.





CEO

		Survey		Respondent		Question		Response

		CEO		11089199917		Q1		Population Health in a small hospital

		CEO		11050383785		Q1		Staff recruitment and retention

		CEO		11088748660		Q3		Physicians and employee input

		CEO		11051418612		Q4		CNO, CAO, VP of Risk

		CEO		11050815152		Q4		Director of HR

		CEO		11098270974		Q5		Board member participation by leaders who live in the community

		CEO		11091401520		Q5		The follow up

		CEO		11090674044		Q5		Service line evaluation and rebuild efforts

		CEO		11090662085		Q5		Getting everyone to the table to look at all facets

		CEO		11090657207		Q5		It included department managers and board members making a SWOT analysis

		CEO		11090642426		Q5		Environmental assessment

		CEO		11090487396		Q5		The collaboration between the Executive team, Board of Directors, Medical Staff and Management Team

		CEO		11090315815		Q5		Link to community needs

		CEO		11090269132		Q5		The development of the quantifiable action plans for the first time at the hospital.  Something we can benchmark against in the future.

		CEO		11089199917		Q5		Focus on tangible processes

		CEO		11088881997		Q5		Quality

		CEO		11088831389		Q5		Great discussion

		CEO		11088472944		Q5		Consultant opinions of where healthcare is going

		CEO		11073665557		Q5		Commitments to infrastructure improvements

		CEO		11068398757		Q5		Community Leader Feedback

		CEO		11067992025		Q5		Branding

		CEO		11067487609		Q5		Focus on meeting customers needs in long term

		CEO		11066913681		Q5		An enhanced engagement of all providers with administration and the board to address issues of strategic importance

		CEO		11066909410		Q5		Service Line Enhancements

		CEO		11050815152		Q5		Very little

		CEO		11050534779		Q5		Consensus of direction

		CEO		11050459929		Q5		Expansion of services into other geographical areas

		CEO		11050395809		Q5		Identifying solid plans to execute

		CEO		11050383785		Q5		Collaboration with many inputs

		CEO		11050379430		Q5		Annual goal tracking

		CEO		11098270974		Q6		Expand to community leaders like educators, bankers, etc.

		CEO		11091401520		Q6		Participation by medical staff

		CEO		11090674044		Q6		Physician recruitment and retention

		CEO		11090662085		Q6		Informatic info

		CEO		11090657207		Q6		I think we're on the right track for having a strong strategic plan

		CEO		11090642426		Q6		Great provider involvement

		CEO		11090487396		Q6		Inclusion of relevant information regarding the industry to assist with planning decisions

		CEO		11090315815		Q6		More of an operational plan and not true vision

		CEO		11090269132		Q6		Broader participation by more groups.  However, it was the first strategic planning session at the board level, so expansion will occur over the next several years.

		CEO		11089199917		Q6		More of a 30,000-foot level and a look towards pop health

		CEO		11088881997		Q6		Financial Approach

		CEO		11088831389		Q6		Data

		CEO		11088472944		Q6		Plans to grow revenue/services

		CEO		11073665557		Q6		Input from market activities, marketing and communications plans

		CEO		11068398757		Q6		Comparative local competitive data

		CEO		11067992025		Q6		Team buy in

		CEO		11067487609		Q6		Revenue opportunities and capital for infrastructure improvements

		CEO		11066913681		Q6		Enhanced community involvement

		CEO		11066909410		Q6		Marketing Services

		CEO		11050815152		Q6		The time and consideration to put it together.

		CEO		11050534779		Q6		Metrics

		CEO		11050459929		Q6		Different cause/effect plans or environmental expectations

		CEO		11050395809		Q6		More of a focus on competitive data in our market

		CEO		11050383785		Q6		More provider input

		CEO		11050379430		Q6		?

		CEO		11098270974		Q7		More objective non board member community involvement.

		CEO		11091401520		Q7		Outpatient claims data

		CEO		11090674044		Q7		I'd be interested in how other cahs flow strategy into operational plans, then budget, and organizational goal setting.

		CEO		11090662085		Q7		Drilling down into more informatics

		CEO		11090657207		Q7		.

		CEO		11090642426		Q7		None

		CEO		11090487396		Q7		Industry trends, successful initiatives from other organizations

		CEO		11090315815		Q7		More industry trends

		CEO		11090269132		Q7		Access to quality cost effective speakers about trends in healthcare.

		CEO		11089199917		Q7		ACO information and the ability to convey the purpose to the board

		CEO		11088881997		Q7		N/a

		CEO		11088831389		Q7		Real time IP & op market data

		CEO		11088472944		Q7		Can't think of anything

		CEO		11073665557		Q7		Better market information to identify audiences and messages

		CEO		11068398757		Q7		More detail as to out-migration and why

		CEO		11067992025		Q7		Regional data

		CEO		11067487609		Q7		Market information and projected population growth/shrinkage

		CEO		11066913681		Q7		Not sure at this point

		CEO		11066909410		Q7		Insurance data mining

		CEO		11050815152		Q7		A structured approach and willingness to make improvements

		CEO		11050534779		Q7		Access to comparable data

		CEO		11050459929		Q7		More focus on where patients are going for services now.

		CEO		11050395809		Q7		More detailed look at competitors

		CEO		11050383785		Q7		Better market data

		CEO		11050379430		Q7		?

		CEO		11050395809		Q9		Involved as member of Administrative Team

		CEO		11098270974		Q10		Educate Board about marketing strategies to execute opportunities.

		CEO		11091401520		Q10		Provide ongoing market data

		CEO		11090674044		Q10		Marketing's involvement and understanding of business development areas of interest by leadership is imperative; marketers know their region's barriers for entry, competition, and can develop plans to improve market share. They have to be involved in planning and development of key plans.

		CEO		11090662085		Q10		Understanding the best methods and ways to get the word out to customers, so much now is dependent on the IT capabilities

		CEO		11090657207		Q10		.

		CEO		11090642426		Q10		Formalize a marketing plan based on marketing strategies

		CEO		11090487396		Q10		Provide relevant market research

		CEO		11090315815		Q10		Should be part of the process from information gathering and plan development

		CEO		11090269132		Q10		By working to identify a group from the community to participate in the strategic planning as well.

		CEO		11089199917		Q10		Not sure

		CEO		11088881997		Q10		N/a

		CEO		11088831389		Q10		Data. Ideas

		CEO		11088472944		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		11073665557		Q10		Public relations angle on all plans.  Market demographic information.

		CEO		11068398757		Q10		Give more information on who is learning about our services

		CEO		11067992025		Q10		Information

		CEO		11067487609		Q10		Provide voice of customer and information on what people are searching for on our website and in general market

		CEO		11066913681		Q10		Make strategic objectives more transparent to community

		CEO		11066909410		Q10		Conduct market research and have a marketing plan tied to the strategic plan

		CEO		11050815152		Q10		Bring Marketing Research data

		CEO		11050534779		Q10		Metrics and market share information

		CEO		11050459929		Q10		More info on outlying patients and services and where they are going.

		CEO		11050395809		Q10		Provide a more forward-looking strategic approach

		CEO		11050383785		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		11050379430		Q10		More data





Plan Strengths

				In your opinion, what was the strongest part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan?

		Marketer		Q6		Considering relationship building as the underlying foundation

		Marketer		Q6		Focus on future marketing

		Marketer		Q6		?

		Marketer		Q6		board and management input-well aligned

		Marketer		Q6		Market data

		Marketer		Q6		We have 2 strategic planning meetings.  One with our board members and a second with administration and department managers.  These different groups provide unique insights as to how we need to plan for the future.

		Marketer		Q6		The strongest part of our plan is our data and demographic information.

		Marketer		Q6		Focusing on the needs of our market

		Marketer		Q6		The effort to build our primary care services as a referral funnel to all hospital services.

		Marketer		Q6		focus on the community

		Marketer		Q6		Not applicable

		Marketer		Q6		Attendance and participation

		Marketer		Q6		I am really not involved in the strategic plan, so I really couldn't tell you!

		Marketer		Q6		Becoming more visible in the community by expanding facilities.

		Marketer		Q6		Finances-Budget Planning

		Marketer		Q6		Forward looking outlook/goals

		Marketer		Q6		The board's community view

		Marketer		Q6		The discussion that occurs when leaders take a step back (up) and look at the bigger picture as a team.

		Marketer		Q6		N/A

		Marketer		Q6		I like the future goals/ plans detailed, because I am not involved much with the planning process.

		Marketer		Q6		Process Improvement on Safety Issues. The plan states revenue growth however the processes are not in place to support it.

		Marketer		Q6		Still in progress

		Marketer		Q6		Considering the patients' needs and wants and improve on the customer experience.

		Marketer		Q6		Items driven by the CHNA

		CEO		Q5		Board member participation by leaders who live in the community

		CEO		Q5		The follow up

		CEO		Q5		Service line evaluation and rebuild efforts

		CEO		Q5		Getting everyone to the table to look at all facets

		CEO		Q5		It included department managers and board members making a SWOT analysis

		CEO		Q5		Environmental assessment

		CEO		Q5		The collaboration between the Executive team, Board of Directors, Medical Staff and Management Team

		CEO		Q5		Link to community needs

		CEO		Q5		The development of the quantifiable action plans for the first time at the hospital.  Something we can benchmark against in the future.

		CEO		Q5		Focus on tangible processes

		CEO		Q5		Quality

		CEO		Q5		Great discussion

		CEO		Q5		Consultant opinions of where healthcare is going

		CEO		Q5		Commitments to infrastructure improvements

		CEO		Q5		Community Leader Feedback

		CEO		Q5		Branding

		CEO		Q5		Focus on meeting customers needs in long term

		CEO		Q5		An enhanced engagement of all providers with administration and the board to address issues of strategic importance

		CEO		Q5		Service Line Enhancements

		CEO		Q5		Very little

		CEO		Q5		Consensus of direction

		CEO		Q5		Expansion of services into other geographical areas

		CEO		Q5		Identifying solid plans to execute

		CEO		Q5		Collaboration with many inputs

		CEO		Q5		Annual goal tracking





Plan Imprmt

				In your opinion, what part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan could be stronger?

		Marketer		Q7		satisfied as is

		Marketer		Q7		more community members

		Marketer		Q7		community health/population health

		Marketer		Q7		relative data

		Marketer		Q7		Key initiative justification

		Marketer		Q7		I feel we need an entire day of planning-sometimes it is only 4 hours.  I feel we could be better in the follow up process for the planning.

		Marketer		Q7		actionable goal setting

		Marketer		Q7		The financial planning connection to new services

		Marketer		Q7		Develop physician leadership and involvement in the hospital.

		Marketer		Q7		leadership - clear vision of the future

		Marketer		Q7		No recent strategic plan

		Marketer		Q7		I'm not sure

		Marketer		Q7		Marketing should play a much larger role!

		Marketer		Q7		N/A

		Marketer		Q7		How to increase patient visits at the clinics

		Marketer		Q7		Immediate actionables to finalize plan

		Marketer		Q7		More outside input from the patients and providers

		Marketer		Q7		Incorporating more patient demographic data to the discussion

		Marketer		Q7		All could be stronger.

		Marketer		Q7		More involvement from key stakeholders, marketing, and make it more of a team effort.

		Marketer		Q7		Strategic Plans need to be embraced by mid-level leadership as a group. If the mid-level leadership were involved it would enable mid-level leadership to understand how interconnected the health system is especially for a critical access hospital.

		Marketer		Q7		Actually having a plan with strategies to implement the plan

		Marketer		Q7		Wayfinding and signage.

		Marketer		Q7		prioritization, assignment of responsibilities, and updates along the way

		CEO		Q6		Expand to community leaders like educators, bankers, etc.

		CEO		Q6		Participation by medical staff

		CEO		Q6		Physician recruitment and retention

		CEO		Q6		Informatic info

		CEO		Q6		I think we're on the right track for having a strong strategic plan

		CEO		Q6		Great provider involvement

		CEO		Q6		Inclusion of relevant information regarding the industry to assist with planning decisions

		CEO		Q6		More of an operational plan and not true vision

		CEO		Q6		Broader participation by more groups.  However, it was the first strategic planning session at the board level, so expansion will occur over the next several years.

		CEO		Q6		More of a 30,000-foot level and a look towards pop health

		CEO		Q6		Financial Approach

		CEO		Q6		Data

		CEO		Q6		Plans to grow revenue/services

		CEO		Q6		Input from market activities, marketing and communications plans

		CEO		Q6		Comparative local competitive data

		CEO		Q6		Team buy in

		CEO		Q6		Revenue opportunities and capital for infrastructure improvements

		CEO		Q6		Enhanced community involvement

		CEO		Q6		Marketing Services

		CEO		Q6		The time and consideration to put it together.

		CEO		Q6		Metrics

		CEO		Q6		Different cause/effect plans or environmental expectations

		CEO		Q6		More of a focus on competitive data in our market

		CEO		Q6		More provider input

		CEO		Q6		?





Addl Resources

				What additional information or resources would improve the strategic planning process?

		Marketer		Q8		more patient data specific to the geography

		Marketer		Q8		more on local demographics

		Marketer		Q8		idk

		Marketer		Q8		unknown

		Marketer		Q8		More examples of best practices

		Marketer		Q8		Our CEO does a great job in our strategic planning sessions.

		Marketer		Q8		Data from neighboring states

		Marketer		Q8		Input from the public

		Marketer		Q8		A better understanding of the day to day operations of departments.

		Marketer		Q8		forums with input from employees

		Marketer		Q8		I'm not sure

		Marketer		Q8		The process is not efficient in my opinion. We have a consulting firm that doesn't provide much, we have shotty meetings in hopes someone will show up to discuss community needs and marketing has a very small voice.

		Marketer		Q8		Data on patients seeking healthcare elsewhere

		Marketer		Q8		we use sg2 tools, which is helpful, but doesn't take it beyond initial planning information

		Marketer		Q8		Market numbers, community needs assessment

		Marketer		Q8		Including more 'current marketing process' information to the discussion.

		Marketer		Q8		Budgetary numbers including payor mix the change over a three year period and then a cost analysis of profitable services vs. non-profitable.

		Marketer		Q8		I am not sure. Probably Data

		Marketer		Q8		N/A

		Marketer		Q8		input from managers, keeping it top-of-mind throughout the year

		CEO		Q7		More objective non board member community involvement.

		CEO		Q7		Outpatient claims data

		CEO		Q7		I'd be interested in how other cahs flow strategy into operational plans, then budget, and organizational goal setting.

		CEO		Q7		Drilling down into more informatics

		CEO		Q7		.

		CEO		Q7		None

		CEO		Q7		Industry trends, successful initiatives from other organizations

		CEO		Q7		More industry trends

		CEO		Q7		Access to quality cost effective speakers about trends in healthcare.

		CEO		Q7		ACO information and the ability to convey the purpose to the board

		CEO		Q7		N/a

		CEO		Q7		Real time IP & op market data

		CEO		Q7		Can't think of anything

		CEO		Q7		Better market information to identify audiences and messages

		CEO		Q7		More detail as to out-migration and why

		CEO		Q7		Regional data

		CEO		Q7		Market information and projected population growth/shrinkage

		CEO		Q7		Not sure at this point

		CEO		Q7		Insurance data mining

		CEO		Q7		A structured approach and willingness to make improvements

		CEO		Q7		Access to comparable data

		CEO		Q7		More focus on where patients are going for services now.

		CEO		Q7		More detailed look at competitors

		CEO		Q7		Better market data

		CEO		Q7		?





Mrktg Contrib

				In your opinion, how can marketing contribute more to the strategic planning process at your hospital?

		Marketer		Q9		always having a seat at the table

		Marketer		Q9		discussions on marketing projections for the future

		Marketer		Q9		i think marketing supports the strategic plan BUT can bring WAYS to achieve goals with both employees and patients and can inform HOW to meet goals

		Marketer		Q9		having clear direction on priorities

		Marketer		Q9		NA

		Marketer		Q9		Marketing is well represented at the planning session.

		Marketer		Q9		providing the customer voice, insights into problems we are facing, strategies into reasons behind certain issues

		Marketer		Q9		Gathering information from potential customers

		Marketer		Q9		Initially just being at the table to be involved might be helpful.

		Marketer		Q9		be included

		Marketer		Q9		I'm not sure

		Marketer		Q9		Be a strong part of the plan from step 1.

		Marketer		Q9		Share public opinion insight

		Marketer		Q9		Significantly. We help provide a viewpoint on the local market, demographics, trends and overlay that with community needs and service line expansion ideas

		Marketer		Q9		Help in every aspect of planning

		Marketer		Q9		Marketers should consider how they can fit in with every line item that is discussed during the strategic planning process.

		Marketer		Q9		Marketing dollars are limited and need to be placed on the where profitable return can be made. Branding, new service or expansion of services.  We see the world and are able to share views from the customer viewpoint. Healthcare is changing and is no longer transaction based it is moving quickly to a customer centric where SERVICE is king! Healthcare has a short time to become service responsive and marketing and promotions if at the table will be able to present a viewpoint so needed!

		Marketer		Q9		Having more of a voice

		Marketer		Q9		Assist in the overall messaging and making sure the message is the same throughout.

		Marketer		Q9		represent the voice of the community/patient, ensure everyone knows the marketing capabilities available, help determine what services are "market ready," identify potential challenges within certain areas

		CEO		Q10		Educate Board about marketing strategies to execute opportunities.

		CEO		Q10		Provide ongoing market data

		CEO		Q10		Marketing's involvement and understanding of business development areas of interest by leadership is imperative; marketers know their region's barriers for entry, competition, and can develop plans to improve market share. They have to be involved in planning and development of key plans.

		CEO		Q10		Understanding the best methods and ways to get the word out to customers, so much now is dependent on the IT capabilities

		CEO		Q10		.

		CEO		Q10		Formalize a marketing plan based on marketing strategies

		CEO		Q10		Provide relevant market research

		CEO		Q10		Should be part of the process from information gathering and plan development

		CEO		Q10		By working to identify a group from the community to participate in the strategic planning as well.

		CEO		Q10		Not sure

		CEO		Q10		N/a

		CEO		Q10		Data. Ideas

		CEO		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		Q10		Public relations angle on all plans.  Market demographic information.

		CEO		Q10		Give more information on who is learning about our services

		CEO		Q10		Information

		CEO		Q10		Provide voice of customer and information on what people are searching for on our website and in general market

		CEO		Q10		Make strategic objectives more transparent to community

		CEO		Q10		Conduct market research and have a marketing plan tied to the strategic plan

		CEO		Q10		Bring Marketing Research data

		CEO		Q10		Metrics and market share information

		CEO		Q10		More info on outlying patients and services and where they are going.

		CEO		Q10		Provide a more forward-looking strategic approach

		CEO		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		Q10		More data







Desired plan improvements: Output
CEOs

• ‘On the right track’

• More future vision than operational plan

• Broader, higher view

• Revenue opportunities

• Don’t know

Marketers

• Key initiative rationale

• Clear vision of future

• Actionable goals
• Follow-up on planning

• Specific goals
• Connect finance to new services
• Increase clinic visits
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In your opinion, what part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan could be stronger?



Perceptions of attendees differs
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Who, in addition to [CEO], participated in your most recent strategic planning meetings?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
‘Other’ includes all dept mgrs., system level directors, VP ops, HR, Nurse Administration, and No strategic planning



CEOs split on marketing staff involvement in 
strategic plan
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How involved has marketing staff been in the development of the most recent strategic plan?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No significant differences



Meeting participation is most common marketing 
involvement 
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What was marketing’s involvement in the development of the most recent strategic plan?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other = no planning occurred (m) involved as member of admin team(ceo)



Data is marketers’ key contribution 
CEOs

• Provide input:
• Local market data, demographics
• Trends
• Voice of the customer, insights
• Website analytics

• Identify community members to participate in 
strategic planning

• Public relations, communicate the plans
• Be part of the process
• Don’t know

Marketers

• Be involved, a seat at the table
• Provide voice of the customer, community 
voice and data

• Insights into problems, potential challenges
• Identify ‘market-ready’ services
• Don’t know
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In your opinion, how can marketing contribute more to the strategic planning process at your hospital?


Marketer

		Survey		Respondent		Question		Response

		Marketer		11093717829		Q1		EMR

		Marketer		11090212067		Q1		Nurse/CNA Recruitment

		Marketer		11050419972		Q1		Culture

		Marketer		11091367037		Q2		system level strategic planning

		Marketer		11090161911		Q2		Not completely sure as I was not involved.

		Marketer		11088897557		Q2		No strategic planning

		Marketer		11053208508		Q2		We have not done strategic planning for a few years.

		Marketer		11050534209		Q2		No strategic planning in place or that I am aware of.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q2		Unknown was not part of the process

		Marketer		11050394970		Q2		None

		Marketer		11053208508		Q4		No planning has occurred for a few years.

		Marketer		11093717829		Q5		business development

		Marketer		11091367037		Q5		system level directors including communications director, i think!

		Marketer		11090426723		Q5		All department managers

		Marketer		11090161911		Q5		VP and Chief Ancillary Officer

		Marketer		11088897557		Q5		No planning.

		Marketer		11050534209		Q5		No strategic planning I am aware of.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q5		VP Operations, VP Human Resource, VP Nurse Administration

		Marketer		11050394970		Q5		All Department Managers

		Marketer		11093717829		Q6		Considering relationship building as the underlying foundation

		Marketer		11091651710		Q6		Focus on future marketing

		Marketer		11091367037		Q6		?

		Marketer		11091243707		Q6		board and management input-well aligned

		Marketer		11090485024		Q6		Market data

		Marketer		11090426723		Q6		We have 2 strategic planning meetings.  One with our board members and a second with administration and department managers.  These different groups provide unique insights as to how we need to plan for the future.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q6		The strongest part of our plan is our data and demographic information.

		Marketer		11090212067		Q6		Focusing on the needs of our market

		Marketer		11090161911		Q6		The effort to build our primary care services as a referral funnel to all hospital services.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q6		focus on the community

		Marketer		11088897557		Q6		Not applicable

		Marketer		11088584498		Q6		Attendance and participation

		Marketer		11087144916		Q6		I am really not involved in the strategic plan, so I really couldn't tell you!

		Marketer		11067255762		Q6		Becoming more visible in the community by expanding facilities.

		Marketer		11066971508		Q6		Finances-Budget Planning

		Marketer		11066910342		Q6		Forward looking outlook/goals

		Marketer		11053208508		Q6		The board's community view

		Marketer		11051175229		Q6		The discussion that occurs when leaders take a step back (up) and look at the bigger picture as a team.

		Marketer		11050534209		Q6		N/A

		Marketer		11050439799		Q6		I like the future goals/ plans detailed, because I am not involved much with the planning process.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q6		Process Improvement on Safety Issues. The plan states revenue growth however the processes are not in place to support it.

		Marketer		11050394970		Q6		Still in progress

		Marketer		11050381711		Q6		Considering the patients' needs and wants and improve on the customer experience.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q6		Items driven by the CHNA

		Marketer		11093717829		Q7		satisfied as is

		Marketer		11091651710		Q7		more community members

		Marketer		11091367037		Q7		community health/population health

		Marketer		11091243707		Q7		relative data

		Marketer		11090485024		Q7		Key initiative justification

		Marketer		11090426723		Q7		I feel we need an entire day of planning-sometimes it is only 4 hours.  I feel we could be better in the follow up process for the planning.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q7		actionable goal setting

		Marketer		11090212067		Q7		The financial planning connection to new services

		Marketer		11090161911		Q7		Develop physician leadership and involvement in the hospital.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q7		leadership - clear vision of the future

		Marketer		11088897557		Q7		No recent strategic plan

		Marketer		11088584498		Q7		I'm not sure

		Marketer		11087144916		Q7		Marketing should play a much larger role!

		Marketer		11067255762		Q7		N/A

		Marketer		11066971508		Q7		How to increase patient visits at the clinics

		Marketer		11066910342		Q7		Immediate actionables to finalize plan

		Marketer		11053208508		Q7		More outside input from the patients and providers

		Marketer		11051175229		Q7		Incorporating more patient demographic data to the discussion

		Marketer		11050534209		Q7		All could be stronger.

		Marketer		11050439799		Q7		More involvement from key stakeholders, marketing, and make it more of a team effort.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q7		Strategic Plans need to be embraced by mid-level leadership as a group. If the mid-level leadership were involved it would enable mid-level leadership to understand how interconnected the health system is especially for a critical access hospital.

		Marketer		11050394970		Q7		Actually having a plan with strategies to implement the plan

		Marketer		11050381711		Q7		Wayfinding and signage.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q7		prioritization, assignment of responsibilities, and updates along the way

		Marketer		11093717829		Q8		more patient data specific to the geography

		Marketer		11091651710		Q8		more on local demographics

		Marketer		11091367037		Q8		idk

		Marketer		11091243707		Q8		unknown

		Marketer		11090485024		Q8		More examples of best practices

		Marketer		11090426723		Q8		Our CEO does a great job in our strategic planning sessions.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q8		Data from neighboring states

		Marketer		11090212067		Q8		Input from the public

		Marketer		11090161911		Q8		A better understanding of the day to day operations of departments.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q8		forums with input from employees

		Marketer		11088584498		Q8		I'm not sure

		Marketer		11087144916		Q8		The process is not efficient in my opinion. We have a consulting firm that doesn't provide much, we have shotty meetings in hopes someone will show up to discuss community needs and marketing has a very small voice.

		Marketer		11066971508		Q8		Data on patients seeking healthcare elsewhere

		Marketer		11066910342		Q8		we use sg2 tools, which is helpful, but doesn't take it beyond initial planning information

		Marketer		11053208508		Q8		Market numbers, community needs assessment

		Marketer		11051175229		Q8		Including more 'current marketing process' information to the discussion.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q8		Budgetary numbers including payor mix the change over a three year period and then a cost analysis of profitable services vs. non-profitable.

		Marketer		11050394970		Q8		I am not sure. Probably Data

		Marketer		11050381711		Q8		N/A

		Marketer		11050370468		Q8		input from managers, keeping it top-of-mind throughout the year

		Marketer		11093717829		Q9		always having a seat at the table

		Marketer		11091651710		Q9		discussions on marketing projections for the future

		Marketer		11091367037		Q9		i think marketing supports the strategic plan BUT can bring WAYS to achieve goals with both employees and patients and can inform HOW to meet goals

		Marketer		11091243707		Q9		having clear direction on priorities

		Marketer		11090485024		Q9		NA

		Marketer		11090426723		Q9		Marketing is well represented at the planning session.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q9		providing the customer voice, insights into problems we are facing, strategies into reasons behind certain issues

		Marketer		11090212067		Q9		Gathering information from potential customers

		Marketer		11090161911		Q9		Initially just being at the table to be involved might be helpful.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q9		be included

		Marketer		11088584498		Q9		I'm not sure

		Marketer		11087144916		Q9		Be a strong part of the plan from step 1.

		Marketer		11066971508		Q9		Share public opinion insight

		Marketer		11066910342		Q9		Significantly. We help provide a viewpoint on the local market, demographics, trends and overlay that with community needs and service line expansion ideas

		Marketer		11053208508		Q9		Help in every aspect of planning

		Marketer		11051175229		Q9		Marketers should consider how they can fit in with every line item that is discussed during the strategic planning process.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q9		Marketing dollars are limited and need to be placed on the where profitable return can be made. Branding, new service or expansion of services.  We see the world and are able to share views from the customer viewpoint. Healthcare is changing and is no longer transaction based it is moving quickly to a customer centric where SERVICE is king! Healthcare has a short time to become service responsive and marketing and promotions if at the table will be able to present a viewpoint so needed!

		Marketer		11050394970		Q9		Having more of a voice

		Marketer		11050381711		Q9		Assist in the overall messaging and making sure the message is the same throughout.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q9		represent the voice of the community/patient, ensure everyone knows the marketing capabilities available, help determine what services are "market ready," identify potential challenges within certain areas

		Marketer		11090161911		Q10		All of administration sat in and participated in the brainstorming and planning of our marketing plan this year.

		Marketer		11051175229		Q10		This has not been a formal documented process.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q10		Marketing reports to the CFO. He was somewhat involved.





CEO

		Survey		Respondent		Question		Response

		CEO		11089199917		Q1		Population Health in a small hospital

		CEO		11050383785		Q1		Staff recruitment and retention

		CEO		11088748660		Q3		Physicians and employee input

		CEO		11051418612		Q4		CNO, CAO, VP of Risk

		CEO		11050815152		Q4		Director of HR

		CEO		11098270974		Q5		Board member participation by leaders who live in the community

		CEO		11091401520		Q5		The follow up

		CEO		11090674044		Q5		Service line evaluation and rebuild efforts

		CEO		11090662085		Q5		Getting everyone to the table to look at all facets

		CEO		11090657207		Q5		It included department managers and board members making a SWOT analysis

		CEO		11090642426		Q5		Environmental assessment

		CEO		11090487396		Q5		The collaboration between the Executive team, Board of Directors, Medical Staff and Management Team

		CEO		11090315815		Q5		Link to community needs

		CEO		11090269132		Q5		The development of the quantifiable action plans for the first time at the hospital.  Something we can benchmark against in the future.

		CEO		11089199917		Q5		Focus on tangible processes

		CEO		11088881997		Q5		Quality

		CEO		11088831389		Q5		Great discussion

		CEO		11088472944		Q5		Consultant opinions of where healthcare is going

		CEO		11073665557		Q5		Commitments to infrastructure improvements

		CEO		11068398757		Q5		Community Leader Feedback

		CEO		11067992025		Q5		Branding

		CEO		11067487609		Q5		Focus on meeting customers needs in long term

		CEO		11066913681		Q5		An enhanced engagement of all providers with administration and the board to address issues of strategic importance

		CEO		11066909410		Q5		Service Line Enhancements

		CEO		11050815152		Q5		Very little

		CEO		11050534779		Q5		Consensus of direction

		CEO		11050459929		Q5		Expansion of services into other geographical areas

		CEO		11050395809		Q5		Identifying solid plans to execute

		CEO		11050383785		Q5		Collaboration with many inputs

		CEO		11050379430		Q5		Annual goal tracking

		CEO		11098270974		Q6		Expand to community leaders like educators, bankers, etc.

		CEO		11091401520		Q6		Participation by medical staff

		CEO		11090674044		Q6		Physician recruitment and retention

		CEO		11090662085		Q6		Informatic info

		CEO		11090657207		Q6		I think we're on the right track for having a strong strategic plan

		CEO		11090642426		Q6		Great provider involvement

		CEO		11090487396		Q6		Inclusion of relevant information regarding the industry to assist with planning decisions

		CEO		11090315815		Q6		More of an operational plan and not true vision

		CEO		11090269132		Q6		Broader participation by more groups.  However, it was the first strategic planning session at the board level, so expansion will occur over the next several years.

		CEO		11089199917		Q6		More of a 30,000-foot level and a look towards pop health

		CEO		11088881997		Q6		Financial Approach

		CEO		11088831389		Q6		Data

		CEO		11088472944		Q6		Plans to grow revenue/services

		CEO		11073665557		Q6		Input from market activities, marketing and communications plans

		CEO		11068398757		Q6		Comparative local competitive data

		CEO		11067992025		Q6		Team buy in

		CEO		11067487609		Q6		Revenue opportunities and capital for infrastructure improvements

		CEO		11066913681		Q6		Enhanced community involvement

		CEO		11066909410		Q6		Marketing Services

		CEO		11050815152		Q6		The time and consideration to put it together.

		CEO		11050534779		Q6		Metrics

		CEO		11050459929		Q6		Different cause/effect plans or environmental expectations

		CEO		11050395809		Q6		More of a focus on competitive data in our market

		CEO		11050383785		Q6		More provider input

		CEO		11050379430		Q6		?

		CEO		11098270974		Q7		More objective non board member community involvement.

		CEO		11091401520		Q7		Outpatient claims data

		CEO		11090674044		Q7		I'd be interested in how other cahs flow strategy into operational plans, then budget, and organizational goal setting.

		CEO		11090662085		Q7		Drilling down into more informatics

		CEO		11090657207		Q7		.

		CEO		11090642426		Q7		None

		CEO		11090487396		Q7		Industry trends, successful initiatives from other organizations

		CEO		11090315815		Q7		More industry trends

		CEO		11090269132		Q7		Access to quality cost effective speakers about trends in healthcare.

		CEO		11089199917		Q7		ACO information and the ability to convey the purpose to the board

		CEO		11088881997		Q7		N/a

		CEO		11088831389		Q7		Real time IP & op market data

		CEO		11088472944		Q7		Can't think of anything

		CEO		11073665557		Q7		Better market information to identify audiences and messages

		CEO		11068398757		Q7		More detail as to out-migration and why

		CEO		11067992025		Q7		Regional data

		CEO		11067487609		Q7		Market information and projected population growth/shrinkage

		CEO		11066913681		Q7		Not sure at this point

		CEO		11066909410		Q7		Insurance data mining

		CEO		11050815152		Q7		A structured approach and willingness to make improvements

		CEO		11050534779		Q7		Access to comparable data

		CEO		11050459929		Q7		More focus on where patients are going for services now.

		CEO		11050395809		Q7		More detailed look at competitors

		CEO		11050383785		Q7		Better market data

		CEO		11050379430		Q7		?

		CEO		11050395809		Q9		Involved as member of Administrative Team

		CEO		11098270974		Q10		Educate Board about marketing strategies to execute opportunities.

		CEO		11091401520		Q10		Provide ongoing market data

		CEO		11090674044		Q10		Marketing's involvement and understanding of business development areas of interest by leadership is imperative; marketers know their region's barriers for entry, competition, and can develop plans to improve market share. They have to be involved in planning and development of key plans.

		CEO		11090662085		Q10		Understanding the best methods and ways to get the word out to customers, so much now is dependent on the IT capabilities

		CEO		11090657207		Q10		.

		CEO		11090642426		Q10		Formalize a marketing plan based on marketing strategies

		CEO		11090487396		Q10		Provide relevant market research

		CEO		11090315815		Q10		Should be part of the process from information gathering and plan development

		CEO		11090269132		Q10		By working to identify a group from the community to participate in the strategic planning as well.

		CEO		11089199917		Q10		Not sure

		CEO		11088881997		Q10		N/a

		CEO		11088831389		Q10		Data. Ideas

		CEO		11088472944		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		11073665557		Q10		Public relations angle on all plans.  Market demographic information.

		CEO		11068398757		Q10		Give more information on who is learning about our services

		CEO		11067992025		Q10		Information

		CEO		11067487609		Q10		Provide voice of customer and information on what people are searching for on our website and in general market

		CEO		11066913681		Q10		Make strategic objectives more transparent to community

		CEO		11066909410		Q10		Conduct market research and have a marketing plan tied to the strategic plan

		CEO		11050815152		Q10		Bring Marketing Research data

		CEO		11050534779		Q10		Metrics and market share information

		CEO		11050459929		Q10		More info on outlying patients and services and where they are going.

		CEO		11050395809		Q10		Provide a more forward-looking strategic approach

		CEO		11050383785		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		11050379430		Q10		More data





Plan Strengths

				In your opinion, what was the strongest part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan?

		Marketer		Q6		Considering relationship building as the underlying foundation

		Marketer		Q6		Focus on future marketing

		Marketer		Q6		?

		Marketer		Q6		board and management input-well aligned

		Marketer		Q6		Market data

		Marketer		Q6		We have 2 strategic planning meetings.  One with our board members and a second with administration and department managers.  These different groups provide unique insights as to how we need to plan for the future.

		Marketer		Q6		The strongest part of our plan is our data and demographic information.

		Marketer		Q6		Focusing on the needs of our market

		Marketer		Q6		The effort to build our primary care services as a referral funnel to all hospital services.

		Marketer		Q6		focus on the community

		Marketer		Q6		Not applicable

		Marketer		Q6		Attendance and participation

		Marketer		Q6		I am really not involved in the strategic plan, so I really couldn't tell you!

		Marketer		Q6		Becoming more visible in the community by expanding facilities.

		Marketer		Q6		Finances-Budget Planning

		Marketer		Q6		Forward looking outlook/goals

		Marketer		Q6		The board's community view

		Marketer		Q6		The discussion that occurs when leaders take a step back (up) and look at the bigger picture as a team.

		Marketer		Q6		N/A

		Marketer		Q6		I like the future goals/ plans detailed, because I am not involved much with the planning process.

		Marketer		Q6		Process Improvement on Safety Issues. The plan states revenue growth however the processes are not in place to support it.

		Marketer		Q6		Still in progress

		Marketer		Q6		Considering the patients' needs and wants and improve on the customer experience.

		Marketer		Q6		Items driven by the CHNA

		CEO		Q5		Board member participation by leaders who live in the community

		CEO		Q5		The follow up

		CEO		Q5		Service line evaluation and rebuild efforts

		CEO		Q5		Getting everyone to the table to look at all facets

		CEO		Q5		It included department managers and board members making a SWOT analysis

		CEO		Q5		Environmental assessment

		CEO		Q5		The collaboration between the Executive team, Board of Directors, Medical Staff and Management Team

		CEO		Q5		Link to community needs

		CEO		Q5		The development of the quantifiable action plans for the first time at the hospital.  Something we can benchmark against in the future.

		CEO		Q5		Focus on tangible processes

		CEO		Q5		Quality

		CEO		Q5		Great discussion

		CEO		Q5		Consultant opinions of where healthcare is going

		CEO		Q5		Commitments to infrastructure improvements

		CEO		Q5		Community Leader Feedback

		CEO		Q5		Branding

		CEO		Q5		Focus on meeting customers needs in long term

		CEO		Q5		An enhanced engagement of all providers with administration and the board to address issues of strategic importance

		CEO		Q5		Service Line Enhancements

		CEO		Q5		Very little

		CEO		Q5		Consensus of direction

		CEO		Q5		Expansion of services into other geographical areas

		CEO		Q5		Identifying solid plans to execute

		CEO		Q5		Collaboration with many inputs

		CEO		Q5		Annual goal tracking





Plan Imprmt

				In your opinion, what part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan could be stronger?

		Marketer		Q7		satisfied as is

		Marketer		Q7		more community members

		Marketer		Q7		community health/population health

		Marketer		Q7		relative data

		Marketer		Q7		Key initiative justification

		Marketer		Q7		I feel we need an entire day of planning-sometimes it is only 4 hours.  I feel we could be better in the follow up process for the planning.

		Marketer		Q7		actionable goal setting

		Marketer		Q7		The financial planning connection to new services

		Marketer		Q7		Develop physician leadership and involvement in the hospital.

		Marketer		Q7		leadership - clear vision of the future

		Marketer		Q7		No recent strategic plan

		Marketer		Q7		I'm not sure

		Marketer		Q7		Marketing should play a much larger role!

		Marketer		Q7		N/A

		Marketer		Q7		How to increase patient visits at the clinics

		Marketer		Q7		Immediate actionables to finalize plan

		Marketer		Q7		More outside input from the patients and providers

		Marketer		Q7		Incorporating more patient demographic data to the discussion

		Marketer		Q7		All could be stronger.

		Marketer		Q7		More involvement from key stakeholders, marketing, and make it more of a team effort.

		Marketer		Q7		Strategic Plans need to be embraced by mid-level leadership as a group. If the mid-level leadership were involved it would enable mid-level leadership to understand how interconnected the health system is especially for a critical access hospital.

		Marketer		Q7		Actually having a plan with strategies to implement the plan

		Marketer		Q7		Wayfinding and signage.

		Marketer		Q7		prioritization, assignment of responsibilities, and updates along the way

		CEO		Q6		Expand to community leaders like educators, bankers, etc.

		CEO		Q6		Participation by medical staff

		CEO		Q6		Physician recruitment and retention

		CEO		Q6		Informatic info

		CEO		Q6		I think we're on the right track for having a strong strategic plan

		CEO		Q6		Great provider involvement

		CEO		Q6		Inclusion of relevant information regarding the industry to assist with planning decisions

		CEO		Q6		More of an operational plan and not true vision

		CEO		Q6		Broader participation by more groups.  However, it was the first strategic planning session at the board level, so expansion will occur over the next several years.

		CEO		Q6		More of a 30,000-foot level and a look towards pop health

		CEO		Q6		Financial Approach

		CEO		Q6		Data

		CEO		Q6		Plans to grow revenue/services

		CEO		Q6		Input from market activities, marketing and communications plans

		CEO		Q6		Comparative local competitive data

		CEO		Q6		Team buy in

		CEO		Q6		Revenue opportunities and capital for infrastructure improvements

		CEO		Q6		Enhanced community involvement

		CEO		Q6		Marketing Services

		CEO		Q6		The time and consideration to put it together.

		CEO		Q6		Metrics

		CEO		Q6		Different cause/effect plans or environmental expectations

		CEO		Q6		More of a focus on competitive data in our market

		CEO		Q6		More provider input

		CEO		Q6		?





Addl Resources

				What additional information or resources would improve the strategic planning process?

		Marketer		Q8		more patient data specific to the geography

		Marketer		Q8		more on local demographics

		Marketer		Q8		idk

		Marketer		Q8		unknown

		Marketer		Q8		More examples of best practices

		Marketer		Q8		Our CEO does a great job in our strategic planning sessions.

		Marketer		Q8		Data from neighboring states

		Marketer		Q8		Input from the public

		Marketer		Q8		A better understanding of the day to day operations of departments.

		Marketer		Q8		forums with input from employees

		Marketer		Q8		I'm not sure

		Marketer		Q8		The process is not efficient in my opinion. We have a consulting firm that doesn't provide much, we have shotty meetings in hopes someone will show up to discuss community needs and marketing has a very small voice.

		Marketer		Q8		Data on patients seeking healthcare elsewhere

		Marketer		Q8		we use sg2 tools, which is helpful, but doesn't take it beyond initial planning information

		Marketer		Q8		Market numbers, community needs assessment

		Marketer		Q8		Including more 'current marketing process' information to the discussion.

		Marketer		Q8		Budgetary numbers including payor mix the change over a three year period and then a cost analysis of profitable services vs. non-profitable.

		Marketer		Q8		I am not sure. Probably Data

		Marketer		Q8		N/A

		Marketer		Q8		input from managers, keeping it top-of-mind throughout the year

		CEO		Q7		More objective non board member community involvement.

		CEO		Q7		Outpatient claims data

		CEO		Q7		I'd be interested in how other cahs flow strategy into operational plans, then budget, and organizational goal setting.

		CEO		Q7		Drilling down into more informatics

		CEO		Q7		.

		CEO		Q7		None

		CEO		Q7		Industry trends, successful initiatives from other organizations

		CEO		Q7		More industry trends

		CEO		Q7		Access to quality cost effective speakers about trends in healthcare.

		CEO		Q7		ACO information and the ability to convey the purpose to the board

		CEO		Q7		N/a

		CEO		Q7		Real time IP & op market data

		CEO		Q7		Can't think of anything

		CEO		Q7		Better market information to identify audiences and messages

		CEO		Q7		More detail as to out-migration and why

		CEO		Q7		Regional data

		CEO		Q7		Market information and projected population growth/shrinkage

		CEO		Q7		Not sure at this point

		CEO		Q7		Insurance data mining

		CEO		Q7		A structured approach and willingness to make improvements

		CEO		Q7		Access to comparable data

		CEO		Q7		More focus on where patients are going for services now.

		CEO		Q7		More detailed look at competitors

		CEO		Q7		Better market data

		CEO		Q7		?





Mrktg Contrib

				In your opinion, how can marketing contribute more to the strategic planning process at your hospital?

		Marketer		Q9		always having a seat at the table

		Marketer		Q9		discussions on marketing projections for the future

		Marketer		Q9		i think marketing supports the strategic plan BUT can bring WAYS to achieve goals with both employees and patients and can inform HOW to meet goals

		Marketer		Q9		having clear direction on priorities

		Marketer		Q9		NA

		Marketer		Q9		Marketing is well represented at the planning session.

		Marketer		Q9		providing the customer voice, insights into problems we are facing, strategies into reasons behind certain issues

		Marketer		Q9		Gathering information from potential customers

		Marketer		Q9		Initially just being at the table to be involved might be helpful.

		Marketer		Q9		be included

		Marketer		Q9		I'm not sure

		Marketer		Q9		Be a strong part of the plan from step 1.

		Marketer		Q9		Share public opinion insight

		Marketer		Q9		Significantly. We help provide a viewpoint on the local market, demographics, trends and overlay that with community needs and service line expansion ideas

		Marketer		Q9		Help in every aspect of planning

		Marketer		Q9		Marketers should consider how they can fit in with every line item that is discussed during the strategic planning process.

		Marketer		Q9		Marketing dollars are limited and need to be placed on the where profitable return can be made. Branding, new service or expansion of services.  We see the world and are able to share views from the customer viewpoint. Healthcare is changing and is no longer transaction based it is moving quickly to a customer centric where SERVICE is king! Healthcare has a short time to become service responsive and marketing and promotions if at the table will be able to present a viewpoint so needed!

		Marketer		Q9		Having more of a voice

		Marketer		Q9		Assist in the overall messaging and making sure the message is the same throughout.

		Marketer		Q9		represent the voice of the community/patient, ensure everyone knows the marketing capabilities available, help determine what services are "market ready," identify potential challenges within certain areas

		CEO		Q10		Educate Board about marketing strategies to execute opportunities.

		CEO		Q10		Provide ongoing market data

		CEO		Q10		Marketing's involvement and understanding of business development areas of interest by leadership is imperative; marketers know their region's barriers for entry, competition, and can develop plans to improve market share. They have to be involved in planning and development of key plans.

		CEO		Q10		Understanding the best methods and ways to get the word out to customers, so much now is dependent on the IT capabilities

		CEO		Q10		.

		CEO		Q10		Formalize a marketing plan based on marketing strategies

		CEO		Q10		Provide relevant market research

		CEO		Q10		Should be part of the process from information gathering and plan development

		CEO		Q10		By working to identify a group from the community to participate in the strategic planning as well.

		CEO		Q10		Not sure

		CEO		Q10		N/a

		CEO		Q10		Data. Ideas

		CEO		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		Q10		Public relations angle on all plans.  Market demographic information.

		CEO		Q10		Give more information on who is learning about our services

		CEO		Q10		Information

		CEO		Q10		Provide voice of customer and information on what people are searching for on our website and in general market

		CEO		Q10		Make strategic objectives more transparent to community

		CEO		Q10		Conduct market research and have a marketing plan tied to the strategic plan

		CEO		Q10		Bring Marketing Research data

		CEO		Q10		Metrics and market share information

		CEO		Q10		More info on outlying patients and services and where they are going.

		CEO		Q10		Provide a more forward-looking strategic approach

		CEO		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		Q10		More data







Additional resources for planning process 
improvement

CEOs
• Data

• Marketing information
• Patient data, ‘lost’ patients
• Demographics
• Comparative data

•Best practices

•Healthcare trends

•Input from the public

•Nothing/Don’t know

Marketers
• Data

• Marketing information
• Patient data, ‘lost’ patients
• Demographics
• Comparative data
• CHNA

•Employee input

•Day-to-day operations input

•Payor mix, service line

•Don’t know

Strategic Planning Without Marketing 
Isn’t Strategic 
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What additional information or resources would improve the strategic planning process?


Marketer

		Survey		Respondent		Question		Response

		Marketer		11093717829		Q1		EMR

		Marketer		11090212067		Q1		Nurse/CNA Recruitment

		Marketer		11050419972		Q1		Culture

		Marketer		11091367037		Q2		system level strategic planning

		Marketer		11090161911		Q2		Not completely sure as I was not involved.

		Marketer		11088897557		Q2		No strategic planning

		Marketer		11053208508		Q2		We have not done strategic planning for a few years.

		Marketer		11050534209		Q2		No strategic planning in place or that I am aware of.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q2		Unknown was not part of the process

		Marketer		11050394970		Q2		None

		Marketer		11053208508		Q4		No planning has occurred for a few years.

		Marketer		11093717829		Q5		business development

		Marketer		11091367037		Q5		system level directors including communications director, i think!

		Marketer		11090426723		Q5		All department managers

		Marketer		11090161911		Q5		VP and Chief Ancillary Officer

		Marketer		11088897557		Q5		No planning.

		Marketer		11050534209		Q5		No strategic planning I am aware of.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q5		VP Operations, VP Human Resource, VP Nurse Administration

		Marketer		11050394970		Q5		All Department Managers

		Marketer		11093717829		Q6		Considering relationship building as the underlying foundation

		Marketer		11091651710		Q6		Focus on future marketing

		Marketer		11091367037		Q6		?

		Marketer		11091243707		Q6		board and management input-well aligned

		Marketer		11090485024		Q6		Market data

		Marketer		11090426723		Q6		We have 2 strategic planning meetings.  One with our board members and a second with administration and department managers.  These different groups provide unique insights as to how we need to plan for the future.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q6		The strongest part of our plan is our data and demographic information.

		Marketer		11090212067		Q6		Focusing on the needs of our market

		Marketer		11090161911		Q6		The effort to build our primary care services as a referral funnel to all hospital services.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q6		focus on the community

		Marketer		11088897557		Q6		Not applicable

		Marketer		11088584498		Q6		Attendance and participation

		Marketer		11087144916		Q6		I am really not involved in the strategic plan, so I really couldn't tell you!

		Marketer		11067255762		Q6		Becoming more visible in the community by expanding facilities.

		Marketer		11066971508		Q6		Finances-Budget Planning

		Marketer		11066910342		Q6		Forward looking outlook/goals

		Marketer		11053208508		Q6		The board's community view

		Marketer		11051175229		Q6		The discussion that occurs when leaders take a step back (up) and look at the bigger picture as a team.

		Marketer		11050534209		Q6		N/A

		Marketer		11050439799		Q6		I like the future goals/ plans detailed, because I am not involved much with the planning process.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q6		Process Improvement on Safety Issues. The plan states revenue growth however the processes are not in place to support it.

		Marketer		11050394970		Q6		Still in progress

		Marketer		11050381711		Q6		Considering the patients' needs and wants and improve on the customer experience.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q6		Items driven by the CHNA

		Marketer		11093717829		Q7		satisfied as is

		Marketer		11091651710		Q7		more community members

		Marketer		11091367037		Q7		community health/population health

		Marketer		11091243707		Q7		relative data

		Marketer		11090485024		Q7		Key initiative justification

		Marketer		11090426723		Q7		I feel we need an entire day of planning-sometimes it is only 4 hours.  I feel we could be better in the follow up process for the planning.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q7		actionable goal setting

		Marketer		11090212067		Q7		The financial planning connection to new services

		Marketer		11090161911		Q7		Develop physician leadership and involvement in the hospital.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q7		leadership - clear vision of the future

		Marketer		11088897557		Q7		No recent strategic plan

		Marketer		11088584498		Q7		I'm not sure

		Marketer		11087144916		Q7		Marketing should play a much larger role!

		Marketer		11067255762		Q7		N/A

		Marketer		11066971508		Q7		How to increase patient visits at the clinics

		Marketer		11066910342		Q7		Immediate actionables to finalize plan

		Marketer		11053208508		Q7		More outside input from the patients and providers

		Marketer		11051175229		Q7		Incorporating more patient demographic data to the discussion

		Marketer		11050534209		Q7		All could be stronger.

		Marketer		11050439799		Q7		More involvement from key stakeholders, marketing, and make it more of a team effort.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q7		Strategic Plans need to be embraced by mid-level leadership as a group. If the mid-level leadership were involved it would enable mid-level leadership to understand how interconnected the health system is especially for a critical access hospital.

		Marketer		11050394970		Q7		Actually having a plan with strategies to implement the plan

		Marketer		11050381711		Q7		Wayfinding and signage.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q7		prioritization, assignment of responsibilities, and updates along the way

		Marketer		11093717829		Q8		more patient data specific to the geography

		Marketer		11091651710		Q8		more on local demographics

		Marketer		11091367037		Q8		idk

		Marketer		11091243707		Q8		unknown

		Marketer		11090485024		Q8		More examples of best practices

		Marketer		11090426723		Q8		Our CEO does a great job in our strategic planning sessions.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q8		Data from neighboring states

		Marketer		11090212067		Q8		Input from the public

		Marketer		11090161911		Q8		A better understanding of the day to day operations of departments.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q8		forums with input from employees

		Marketer		11088584498		Q8		I'm not sure

		Marketer		11087144916		Q8		The process is not efficient in my opinion. We have a consulting firm that doesn't provide much, we have shotty meetings in hopes someone will show up to discuss community needs and marketing has a very small voice.

		Marketer		11066971508		Q8		Data on patients seeking healthcare elsewhere

		Marketer		11066910342		Q8		we use sg2 tools, which is helpful, but doesn't take it beyond initial planning information

		Marketer		11053208508		Q8		Market numbers, community needs assessment

		Marketer		11051175229		Q8		Including more 'current marketing process' information to the discussion.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q8		Budgetary numbers including payor mix the change over a three year period and then a cost analysis of profitable services vs. non-profitable.

		Marketer		11050394970		Q8		I am not sure. Probably Data

		Marketer		11050381711		Q8		N/A

		Marketer		11050370468		Q8		input from managers, keeping it top-of-mind throughout the year

		Marketer		11093717829		Q9		always having a seat at the table

		Marketer		11091651710		Q9		discussions on marketing projections for the future

		Marketer		11091367037		Q9		i think marketing supports the strategic plan BUT can bring WAYS to achieve goals with both employees and patients and can inform HOW to meet goals

		Marketer		11091243707		Q9		having clear direction on priorities

		Marketer		11090485024		Q9		NA

		Marketer		11090426723		Q9		Marketing is well represented at the planning session.

		Marketer		11090307334		Q9		providing the customer voice, insights into problems we are facing, strategies into reasons behind certain issues

		Marketer		11090212067		Q9		Gathering information from potential customers

		Marketer		11090161911		Q9		Initially just being at the table to be involved might be helpful.

		Marketer		11089906900		Q9		be included

		Marketer		11088584498		Q9		I'm not sure

		Marketer		11087144916		Q9		Be a strong part of the plan from step 1.

		Marketer		11066971508		Q9		Share public opinion insight

		Marketer		11066910342		Q9		Significantly. We help provide a viewpoint on the local market, demographics, trends and overlay that with community needs and service line expansion ideas

		Marketer		11053208508		Q9		Help in every aspect of planning

		Marketer		11051175229		Q9		Marketers should consider how they can fit in with every line item that is discussed during the strategic planning process.

		Marketer		11050419972		Q9		Marketing dollars are limited and need to be placed on the where profitable return can be made. Branding, new service or expansion of services.  We see the world and are able to share views from the customer viewpoint. Healthcare is changing and is no longer transaction based it is moving quickly to a customer centric where SERVICE is king! Healthcare has a short time to become service responsive and marketing and promotions if at the table will be able to present a viewpoint so needed!

		Marketer		11050394970		Q9		Having more of a voice

		Marketer		11050381711		Q9		Assist in the overall messaging and making sure the message is the same throughout.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q9		represent the voice of the community/patient, ensure everyone knows the marketing capabilities available, help determine what services are "market ready," identify potential challenges within certain areas

		Marketer		11090161911		Q10		All of administration sat in and participated in the brainstorming and planning of our marketing plan this year.

		Marketer		11051175229		Q10		This has not been a formal documented process.

		Marketer		11050370468		Q10		Marketing reports to the CFO. He was somewhat involved.





CEO

		Survey		Respondent		Question		Response

		CEO		11089199917		Q1		Population Health in a small hospital

		CEO		11050383785		Q1		Staff recruitment and retention

		CEO		11088748660		Q3		Physicians and employee input

		CEO		11051418612		Q4		CNO, CAO, VP of Risk

		CEO		11050815152		Q4		Director of HR

		CEO		11098270974		Q5		Board member participation by leaders who live in the community

		CEO		11091401520		Q5		The follow up

		CEO		11090674044		Q5		Service line evaluation and rebuild efforts

		CEO		11090662085		Q5		Getting everyone to the table to look at all facets

		CEO		11090657207		Q5		It included department managers and board members making a SWOT analysis

		CEO		11090642426		Q5		Environmental assessment

		CEO		11090487396		Q5		The collaboration between the Executive team, Board of Directors, Medical Staff and Management Team

		CEO		11090315815		Q5		Link to community needs

		CEO		11090269132		Q5		The development of the quantifiable action plans for the first time at the hospital.  Something we can benchmark against in the future.

		CEO		11089199917		Q5		Focus on tangible processes

		CEO		11088881997		Q5		Quality

		CEO		11088831389		Q5		Great discussion

		CEO		11088472944		Q5		Consultant opinions of where healthcare is going

		CEO		11073665557		Q5		Commitments to infrastructure improvements

		CEO		11068398757		Q5		Community Leader Feedback

		CEO		11067992025		Q5		Branding

		CEO		11067487609		Q5		Focus on meeting customers needs in long term

		CEO		11066913681		Q5		An enhanced engagement of all providers with administration and the board to address issues of strategic importance

		CEO		11066909410		Q5		Service Line Enhancements

		CEO		11050815152		Q5		Very little

		CEO		11050534779		Q5		Consensus of direction

		CEO		11050459929		Q5		Expansion of services into other geographical areas

		CEO		11050395809		Q5		Identifying solid plans to execute

		CEO		11050383785		Q5		Collaboration with many inputs

		CEO		11050379430		Q5		Annual goal tracking

		CEO		11098270974		Q6		Expand to community leaders like educators, bankers, etc.

		CEO		11091401520		Q6		Participation by medical staff

		CEO		11090674044		Q6		Physician recruitment and retention

		CEO		11090662085		Q6		Informatic info

		CEO		11090657207		Q6		I think we're on the right track for having a strong strategic plan

		CEO		11090642426		Q6		Great provider involvement

		CEO		11090487396		Q6		Inclusion of relevant information regarding the industry to assist with planning decisions

		CEO		11090315815		Q6		More of an operational plan and not true vision

		CEO		11090269132		Q6		Broader participation by more groups.  However, it was the first strategic planning session at the board level, so expansion will occur over the next several years.

		CEO		11089199917		Q6		More of a 30,000-foot level and a look towards pop health

		CEO		11088881997		Q6		Financial Approach

		CEO		11088831389		Q6		Data

		CEO		11088472944		Q6		Plans to grow revenue/services

		CEO		11073665557		Q6		Input from market activities, marketing and communications plans

		CEO		11068398757		Q6		Comparative local competitive data

		CEO		11067992025		Q6		Team buy in

		CEO		11067487609		Q6		Revenue opportunities and capital for infrastructure improvements

		CEO		11066913681		Q6		Enhanced community involvement

		CEO		11066909410		Q6		Marketing Services

		CEO		11050815152		Q6		The time and consideration to put it together.

		CEO		11050534779		Q6		Metrics

		CEO		11050459929		Q6		Different cause/effect plans or environmental expectations

		CEO		11050395809		Q6		More of a focus on competitive data in our market

		CEO		11050383785		Q6		More provider input

		CEO		11050379430		Q6		?

		CEO		11098270974		Q7		More objective non board member community involvement.

		CEO		11091401520		Q7		Outpatient claims data

		CEO		11090674044		Q7		I'd be interested in how other cahs flow strategy into operational plans, then budget, and organizational goal setting.

		CEO		11090662085		Q7		Drilling down into more informatics

		CEO		11090657207		Q7		.

		CEO		11090642426		Q7		None

		CEO		11090487396		Q7		Industry trends, successful initiatives from other organizations

		CEO		11090315815		Q7		More industry trends

		CEO		11090269132		Q7		Access to quality cost effective speakers about trends in healthcare.

		CEO		11089199917		Q7		ACO information and the ability to convey the purpose to the board

		CEO		11088881997		Q7		N/a

		CEO		11088831389		Q7		Real time IP & op market data

		CEO		11088472944		Q7		Can't think of anything

		CEO		11073665557		Q7		Better market information to identify audiences and messages

		CEO		11068398757		Q7		More detail as to out-migration and why

		CEO		11067992025		Q7		Regional data

		CEO		11067487609		Q7		Market information and projected population growth/shrinkage

		CEO		11066913681		Q7		Not sure at this point

		CEO		11066909410		Q7		Insurance data mining

		CEO		11050815152		Q7		A structured approach and willingness to make improvements

		CEO		11050534779		Q7		Access to comparable data

		CEO		11050459929		Q7		More focus on where patients are going for services now.

		CEO		11050395809		Q7		More detailed look at competitors

		CEO		11050383785		Q7		Better market data

		CEO		11050379430		Q7		?

		CEO		11050395809		Q9		Involved as member of Administrative Team

		CEO		11098270974		Q10		Educate Board about marketing strategies to execute opportunities.

		CEO		11091401520		Q10		Provide ongoing market data

		CEO		11090674044		Q10		Marketing's involvement and understanding of business development areas of interest by leadership is imperative; marketers know their region's barriers for entry, competition, and can develop plans to improve market share. They have to be involved in planning and development of key plans.

		CEO		11090662085		Q10		Understanding the best methods and ways to get the word out to customers, so much now is dependent on the IT capabilities

		CEO		11090657207		Q10		.

		CEO		11090642426		Q10		Formalize a marketing plan based on marketing strategies

		CEO		11090487396		Q10		Provide relevant market research

		CEO		11090315815		Q10		Should be part of the process from information gathering and plan development

		CEO		11090269132		Q10		By working to identify a group from the community to participate in the strategic planning as well.

		CEO		11089199917		Q10		Not sure

		CEO		11088881997		Q10		N/a

		CEO		11088831389		Q10		Data. Ideas

		CEO		11088472944		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		11073665557		Q10		Public relations angle on all plans.  Market demographic information.

		CEO		11068398757		Q10		Give more information on who is learning about our services

		CEO		11067992025		Q10		Information

		CEO		11067487609		Q10		Provide voice of customer and information on what people are searching for on our website and in general market

		CEO		11066913681		Q10		Make strategic objectives more transparent to community

		CEO		11066909410		Q10		Conduct market research and have a marketing plan tied to the strategic plan

		CEO		11050815152		Q10		Bring Marketing Research data

		CEO		11050534779		Q10		Metrics and market share information

		CEO		11050459929		Q10		More info on outlying patients and services and where they are going.

		CEO		11050395809		Q10		Provide a more forward-looking strategic approach

		CEO		11050383785		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		11050379430		Q10		More data





Plan Strengths

				In your opinion, what was the strongest part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan?

		Marketer		Q6		Considering relationship building as the underlying foundation

		Marketer		Q6		Focus on future marketing

		Marketer		Q6		?

		Marketer		Q6		board and management input-well aligned

		Marketer		Q6		Market data

		Marketer		Q6		We have 2 strategic planning meetings.  One with our board members and a second with administration and department managers.  These different groups provide unique insights as to how we need to plan for the future.

		Marketer		Q6		The strongest part of our plan is our data and demographic information.

		Marketer		Q6		Focusing on the needs of our market

		Marketer		Q6		The effort to build our primary care services as a referral funnel to all hospital services.

		Marketer		Q6		focus on the community

		Marketer		Q6		Not applicable

		Marketer		Q6		Attendance and participation

		Marketer		Q6		I am really not involved in the strategic plan, so I really couldn't tell you!

		Marketer		Q6		Becoming more visible in the community by expanding facilities.

		Marketer		Q6		Finances-Budget Planning

		Marketer		Q6		Forward looking outlook/goals

		Marketer		Q6		The board's community view

		Marketer		Q6		The discussion that occurs when leaders take a step back (up) and look at the bigger picture as a team.

		Marketer		Q6		N/A

		Marketer		Q6		I like the future goals/ plans detailed, because I am not involved much with the planning process.

		Marketer		Q6		Process Improvement on Safety Issues. The plan states revenue growth however the processes are not in place to support it.

		Marketer		Q6		Still in progress

		Marketer		Q6		Considering the patients' needs and wants and improve on the customer experience.

		Marketer		Q6		Items driven by the CHNA

		CEO		Q5		Board member participation by leaders who live in the community

		CEO		Q5		The follow up

		CEO		Q5		Service line evaluation and rebuild efforts

		CEO		Q5		Getting everyone to the table to look at all facets

		CEO		Q5		It included department managers and board members making a SWOT analysis

		CEO		Q5		Environmental assessment

		CEO		Q5		The collaboration between the Executive team, Board of Directors, Medical Staff and Management Team

		CEO		Q5		Link to community needs

		CEO		Q5		The development of the quantifiable action plans for the first time at the hospital.  Something we can benchmark against in the future.

		CEO		Q5		Focus on tangible processes

		CEO		Q5		Quality

		CEO		Q5		Great discussion

		CEO		Q5		Consultant opinions of where healthcare is going

		CEO		Q5		Commitments to infrastructure improvements

		CEO		Q5		Community Leader Feedback

		CEO		Q5		Branding

		CEO		Q5		Focus on meeting customers needs in long term

		CEO		Q5		An enhanced engagement of all providers with administration and the board to address issues of strategic importance

		CEO		Q5		Service Line Enhancements

		CEO		Q5		Very little

		CEO		Q5		Consensus of direction

		CEO		Q5		Expansion of services into other geographical areas

		CEO		Q5		Identifying solid plans to execute

		CEO		Q5		Collaboration with many inputs

		CEO		Q5		Annual goal tracking





Plan Imprmt

				In your opinion, what part of your hospital’s most recent strategic plan could be stronger?

		Marketer		Q7		satisfied as is

		Marketer		Q7		more community members

		Marketer		Q7		community health/population health

		Marketer		Q7		relative data

		Marketer		Q7		Key initiative justification

		Marketer		Q7		I feel we need an entire day of planning-sometimes it is only 4 hours.  I feel we could be better in the follow up process for the planning.

		Marketer		Q7		actionable goal setting

		Marketer		Q7		The financial planning connection to new services

		Marketer		Q7		Develop physician leadership and involvement in the hospital.

		Marketer		Q7		leadership - clear vision of the future

		Marketer		Q7		No recent strategic plan

		Marketer		Q7		I'm not sure

		Marketer		Q7		Marketing should play a much larger role!

		Marketer		Q7		N/A

		Marketer		Q7		How to increase patient visits at the clinics

		Marketer		Q7		Immediate actionables to finalize plan

		Marketer		Q7		More outside input from the patients and providers

		Marketer		Q7		Incorporating more patient demographic data to the discussion

		Marketer		Q7		All could be stronger.

		Marketer		Q7		More involvement from key stakeholders, marketing, and make it more of a team effort.

		Marketer		Q7		Strategic Plans need to be embraced by mid-level leadership as a group. If the mid-level leadership were involved it would enable mid-level leadership to understand how interconnected the health system is especially for a critical access hospital.

		Marketer		Q7		Actually having a plan with strategies to implement the plan

		Marketer		Q7		Wayfinding and signage.

		Marketer		Q7		prioritization, assignment of responsibilities, and updates along the way

		CEO		Q6		Expand to community leaders like educators, bankers, etc.

		CEO		Q6		Participation by medical staff

		CEO		Q6		Physician recruitment and retention

		CEO		Q6		Informatic info

		CEO		Q6		I think we're on the right track for having a strong strategic plan

		CEO		Q6		Great provider involvement

		CEO		Q6		Inclusion of relevant information regarding the industry to assist with planning decisions

		CEO		Q6		More of an operational plan and not true vision

		CEO		Q6		Broader participation by more groups.  However, it was the first strategic planning session at the board level, so expansion will occur over the next several years.

		CEO		Q6		More of a 30,000-foot level and a look towards pop health

		CEO		Q6		Financial Approach

		CEO		Q6		Data

		CEO		Q6		Plans to grow revenue/services

		CEO		Q6		Input from market activities, marketing and communications plans

		CEO		Q6		Comparative local competitive data

		CEO		Q6		Team buy in

		CEO		Q6		Revenue opportunities and capital for infrastructure improvements

		CEO		Q6		Enhanced community involvement

		CEO		Q6		Marketing Services

		CEO		Q6		The time and consideration to put it together.

		CEO		Q6		Metrics

		CEO		Q6		Different cause/effect plans or environmental expectations

		CEO		Q6		More of a focus on competitive data in our market

		CEO		Q6		More provider input

		CEO		Q6		?





Addl Resources

				What additional information or resources would improve the strategic planning process?

		Marketer		Q8		more patient data specific to the geography

		Marketer		Q8		more on local demographics

		Marketer		Q8		idk

		Marketer		Q8		unknown

		Marketer		Q8		More examples of best practices

		Marketer		Q8		Our CEO does a great job in our strategic planning sessions.

		Marketer		Q8		Data from neighboring states

		Marketer		Q8		Input from the public

		Marketer		Q8		A better understanding of the day to day operations of departments.

		Marketer		Q8		forums with input from employees

		Marketer		Q8		I'm not sure

		Marketer		Q8		The process is not efficient in my opinion. We have a consulting firm that doesn't provide much, we have shotty meetings in hopes someone will show up to discuss community needs and marketing has a very small voice.

		Marketer		Q8		Data on patients seeking healthcare elsewhere

		Marketer		Q8		we use sg2 tools, which is helpful, but doesn't take it beyond initial planning information

		Marketer		Q8		Market numbers, community needs assessment

		Marketer		Q8		Including more 'current marketing process' information to the discussion.

		Marketer		Q8		Budgetary numbers including payor mix the change over a three year period and then a cost analysis of profitable services vs. non-profitable.

		Marketer		Q8		I am not sure. Probably Data

		Marketer		Q8		N/A

		Marketer		Q8		input from managers, keeping it top-of-mind throughout the year

		CEO		Q7		More objective non board member community involvement.

		CEO		Q7		Outpatient claims data

		CEO		Q7		I'd be interested in how other cahs flow strategy into operational plans, then budget, and organizational goal setting.

		CEO		Q7		Drilling down into more informatics

		CEO		Q7		.

		CEO		Q7		None

		CEO		Q7		Industry trends, successful initiatives from other organizations

		CEO		Q7		More industry trends

		CEO		Q7		Access to quality cost effective speakers about trends in healthcare.

		CEO		Q7		ACO information and the ability to convey the purpose to the board

		CEO		Q7		N/a

		CEO		Q7		Real time IP & op market data

		CEO		Q7		Can't think of anything

		CEO		Q7		Better market information to identify audiences and messages

		CEO		Q7		More detail as to out-migration and why

		CEO		Q7		Regional data

		CEO		Q7		Market information and projected population growth/shrinkage

		CEO		Q7		Not sure at this point

		CEO		Q7		Insurance data mining

		CEO		Q7		A structured approach and willingness to make improvements

		CEO		Q7		Access to comparable data

		CEO		Q7		More focus on where patients are going for services now.

		CEO		Q7		More detailed look at competitors

		CEO		Q7		Better market data

		CEO		Q7		?





Mrktg Contrib

				In your opinion, how can marketing contribute more to the strategic planning process at your hospital?

		Marketer		Q9		always having a seat at the table

		Marketer		Q9		discussions on marketing projections for the future

		Marketer		Q9		i think marketing supports the strategic plan BUT can bring WAYS to achieve goals with both employees and patients and can inform HOW to meet goals

		Marketer		Q9		having clear direction on priorities

		Marketer		Q9		NA

		Marketer		Q9		Marketing is well represented at the planning session.

		Marketer		Q9		providing the customer voice, insights into problems we are facing, strategies into reasons behind certain issues

		Marketer		Q9		Gathering information from potential customers

		Marketer		Q9		Initially just being at the table to be involved might be helpful.

		Marketer		Q9		be included

		Marketer		Q9		I'm not sure

		Marketer		Q9		Be a strong part of the plan from step 1.

		Marketer		Q9		Share public opinion insight

		Marketer		Q9		Significantly. We help provide a viewpoint on the local market, demographics, trends and overlay that with community needs and service line expansion ideas

		Marketer		Q9		Help in every aspect of planning

		Marketer		Q9		Marketers should consider how they can fit in with every line item that is discussed during the strategic planning process.

		Marketer		Q9		Marketing dollars are limited and need to be placed on the where profitable return can be made. Branding, new service or expansion of services.  We see the world and are able to share views from the customer viewpoint. Healthcare is changing and is no longer transaction based it is moving quickly to a customer centric where SERVICE is king! Healthcare has a short time to become service responsive and marketing and promotions if at the table will be able to present a viewpoint so needed!

		Marketer		Q9		Having more of a voice

		Marketer		Q9		Assist in the overall messaging and making sure the message is the same throughout.

		Marketer		Q9		represent the voice of the community/patient, ensure everyone knows the marketing capabilities available, help determine what services are "market ready," identify potential challenges within certain areas

		CEO		Q10		Educate Board about marketing strategies to execute opportunities.

		CEO		Q10		Provide ongoing market data

		CEO		Q10		Marketing's involvement and understanding of business development areas of interest by leadership is imperative; marketers know their region's barriers for entry, competition, and can develop plans to improve market share. They have to be involved in planning and development of key plans.

		CEO		Q10		Understanding the best methods and ways to get the word out to customers, so much now is dependent on the IT capabilities

		CEO		Q10		.

		CEO		Q10		Formalize a marketing plan based on marketing strategies

		CEO		Q10		Provide relevant market research

		CEO		Q10		Should be part of the process from information gathering and plan development

		CEO		Q10		By working to identify a group from the community to participate in the strategic planning as well.

		CEO		Q10		Not sure

		CEO		Q10		N/a

		CEO		Q10		Data. Ideas

		CEO		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		Q10		Public relations angle on all plans.  Market demographic information.

		CEO		Q10		Give more information on who is learning about our services

		CEO		Q10		Information

		CEO		Q10		Provide voice of customer and information on what people are searching for on our website and in general market

		CEO		Q10		Make strategic objectives more transparent to community

		CEO		Q10		Conduct market research and have a marketing plan tied to the strategic plan

		CEO		Q10		Bring Marketing Research data

		CEO		Q10		Metrics and market share information

		CEO		Q10		More info on outlying patients and services and where they are going.

		CEO		Q10		Provide a more forward-looking strategic approach

		CEO		Q10		Unknown

		CEO		Q10		More data







Majority of CEOs involved in marketing plans
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What was the [CEOs] involvement in the development of the most recent marketing  plan?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
‘Other’ includes reports to CFO, All administration, not a formal documented process.



So What?
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Differing view of top challenges
Put on the CEO’s, the CFO’s glasses 
Identify and talk with people currently involved
Learn the language of finance
How does it apply to what you can provide

Other ways to get ‘in sync’?
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Differences in strategic plan process and inputs
•The use of marketing data is both a strength and desired improvement.

Read, digest your hospital’s current strategic plan
Identify the data gaps and strategize how to fill them

•The most reported shortcomings are around process. 

Identify missing participants, facilitate their inclusion

Other ways to leverage data needs?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Missing participants –  why should they be there?Discussions with hc strategic planning consultant and healthcare marketer in rural hospital.  Both report data is the key.



Marketing plans can drive involvement
One-third of CEOs report no involvement or no marketing plans.
Engage leadership for input/sounding board
Use marketing plan development to demonstrate your capabilities
Show you connect the dots between marketing plans and strategic planning
 Incorporate the strategic plan in the marketing plan

Other ideas?
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Questions
THANK YOU



Appendix
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CEO Survey
The 2019 ICAHN conference includes new sessions for hospital 
marketing leaders. One of the marketing track sessions will be a 
presentation on the value and role of marketers in hospital strategic 
planning. As an ICAHN CEO/Administrator please contribute your 
ideas and opinions about strategic planning challenges and processes 
by completing the following brief survey.  Your input, as well as that 
of ICAHN marketing leaders, will be shared (anonymously) as part of 
this session at the conference.

1. In your opinion, what are the THREE most significant 
challenges facing your hospital in the next three years? 
Check 3 items

__ Quality of care
__ Leadership succession planning
__ Revenue growth
__ Cost controls
__ Physician recruitment
__ Staff alignment
__Lack of patient experience data
__ Access to specialty care
__ Service line enhancement
__ Marketing strategies
__ Other (Please specify) _________________

2. How often do you create a new strategic plan for your 
hospital? Check only one
__ Annually
__ Every 2 years
__ Every 3 years
__ Every 4 years
__ Other (Please specify) _________________

3. Which of these inputs or methods were used during your hospital’s most 
recent strategic planning process? Mark all that apply

__ Scenario planning
__ Environment scanning
__ Voice of the customer(patient) data
__ Service area market survey data
__ Service area demographics
__ Financial forecast/projections
__ Service line review
__ Community leader input
__ Other ________________

4. Who, in addition to yourself, participated in your most recent strategic 
planning meetings? Mark all that apply.

__ Hospital board of directors
__ CFO
__ Nursing director
__ IT leader
__ Staff physicians
__ Hospital marketing leader
__ Community leaders
__ Consultant/consulting firm
__ Other (Please specify)___________________
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CEO Survey
5. In your opinion, what was the strongest part of your 
hospital’s most recent strategic plan?

6. In your opinion, what part of your hospital’s most 
recent strategic plan could be stronger?

7. What additional information or resources would 
improve the strategic planning process?

8. How involved has marketing staff been in the 
development of the most recent strategic plan? Check 
only one.

__1 Not at all involved           Skip to Qtn 10
__ 2 
__ 3
__ 4 
__ 5 Very involved

9. What was marketing’s involvement in the development of the most 
recent strategic plan? Mark all that apply.

__ Did not participate or contribute
__ Provided patient data for the planning process
__ Conducted or managed market research as input to the plan
__ Participated in strategic planning meetings
__ Other (Please specify) ________________________

10.  In your opinion, how can marketing contribute more to the strategic 
planning process at your hospital?

The last question is about marketing plans at the hospital.

11. What was your involvement in the development of the most recent 
marketing plan? Mark all that apply.
__ No marketing plan has been developed in the last 3 years
__ I am not involved in the marketing plan
__ Approved assumptions used in the plan
__ Approved strategies outlined in the plan
__ Approved metrics to be used for measuring marketing progress
__ Other (Please specify)  ___________________

Thanks for your time and opinions.  They will be incorporated into the 
marketing track presentation on marketing and strategic planning.
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Marketer Survey
The 2019 ICAHN conference includes new sessions for hospital 
marketing leaders. One of the marketing track sessions will be a 
presentation on the value and role of marketers in hospital strategic 
planning. As an ICAHN marketing leader, please contribute your ideas 
and opinions about strategic planning challenges and processes by 
completing the following brief survey.  Your input, as well as that of 
ICAHN CEOs/Administrators, will be shared (anonymously) as part of 
this session at the conference.

1. In your opinion, what are the THREE most significant 
challenges facing your hospital in the next three years? 
Check 3 items

__ Quality of care
__ Leadership succession planning
__ Revenue growth
__ Cost controls
__ Physician recruitment
__ Staff alignment
__Lack of patient experience data
__ Access to specialty care
__ Service line enhancement
__ Marketing strategies
__ Other (Please specify) _________________

2. Which of these inputs or methods were used during 
your hospital’s most recent strategic planning process? 
Mark all that apply

__ Scenario planning
__ Environment scanning
__ Voice of the customer(patient) data
__ Service area market survey data
__ Service area demographics
__ Financial forecast/projections
__ Service line review
__ Community leader input
__ Other ________________

3. How involved have marketing staff been in the development of the most 
recent strategic plan? Mark only one.
__ 1 Not at all involved         SKIP TO QTN 5
__ 2 
__ 3
__ 4 
__ 5 Very involved

4. What was marketing’s involvement in the development of the most 
recent strategic plan? Mark all that apply.

__ Did not participate or contribute
__ Provided patient data for the planning process
__ Conducted or managed market research as input to the plan
__ Participated in strategic planning meetings
__ Other (Please specify) ________________________

5. In addition to your hospital’s CEO/Administrator,  who participated in your 
most recent strategic planning meetings? Mark all that apply.

__ Hospital board of directors
__ CFO
__ Nursing director
__ IT leader
__ Staff physicians
__ Hospital marketing leader
__ Community leaders
__ Consultant/consulting firm
__ Other (Please specify)___________________
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Marketer Survey
5. In your opinion, what was the strongest 
part of your hospital’s most recent strategic 
plan?

6. In your opinion, what part of your 
hospital’s most recent strategic plan could be 
stronger?

7. What additional information or resources 
would improve the strategic planning 
process?

8. In your opinion, how can marketing 
contribute more to the strategic planning 
process?

The last question is about marketing plans at the hospital.
11. What was your  CEOs involvement in the development of 
the most recent marketing plan? Mark all that apply.
__ No marketing plan has been developed in the last 3 years
__ I am not involved in the marketing plan
__ Approved assumptions used in the plan
__ Approved strategies outlined in the plan
__ Approved metrics to be used for measuring marketing progress
__ Other (Please specify)  ___________________

Thanks for your time and opinions.  They will be incorporated into the 
marketing track presentation on marketing and strategic planning.
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